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ABSTRACT

“INVISIBLE KNAPSACKS” IN EDUCATION: AN AUTOETHNOGRAPHY
OF PRIVILEGE AND POWER DYNAMICS
IN HIGHER EDUCATION

Elyzia Powers, M.S.Ed.
Department of Leadership, Educational Psychology and Foundations
Northern Illinois University, 2017
Laura R. Johnson, Director

Privilege and power dynamics in higher education settings are examined using an
autoethnographic design. To begin with, the need for the study is outlined, followed by research
questions. After a brief discussion of the methodology, operational definitions important to
conceptualizing privilege are laid out. Reasoning for the study is explained, followed by
coverage of a theoretical framework. For this study, critical pedagogy and intersectionality are
used, in alignment with autoethnographic thinking. Literature covering privilege in higher
education as well as power dynamics and interventions is reviewed. Autoethnography as a
method is then explained, followed by a detailed account of data collection methods and analysis
techniques. Findings are then presented, focusing on privilege and power dynamics in classroom
settings as well as higher education in general. Lastly, a discussion of the purpose and
implications of the research are covered, specially addressing those people in positions of power.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION: POWER IN HIGHER EDUCATION
And obviously, I can’t compromise me being black because it’s written all over my face.
But I think that there’s definitely, certainly challenge being a person of color in a space
where you have others that they really do fit. Higher education is a place of hypocrisy, if
you will.
This quote is from Kari, a black woman and friend who I interviewed to better understand my
own privilege as a white male. In talking about how she navigates higher education she
mentioned that there are some parts of herself that she is willing to compromise, such as being
okay with not bringing up her faith and beliefs. However, what she cannot compromise on is her
being black because it is a form of oppression she cannot escape, that she cannot hide. She also
pointed out that higher education, despite being all about acceptance and open to talking about
issues of privilege and oppression, is not always that way. In her many settings, she faces
oppression for being a woman and black, which are two identities that she cannot hide, and will
not. Kari was part of an autoethnographic study in which I interviewed four women and
conducted classroom observations to better understand their experiences of oppression and my
own privilege.
The purpose of this autoethnographic study was to investigate power dynamics in higher
education settings, specifically those settings typical of graduate school. There are studies
investigating power dynamics in a variety of educational setting (Donnelly, McGarr, & O’Reilly,
2014; Lovorn et al., 2012; Mack, 2012; Wilbur & Scott, 2013). However, there are few studies
that attempt to understand the influence of privilege and oppression in these settings from the
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perspective of a privileged person. As higher education classrooms become filled with people of
many diverse backgrounds and identities, it is important to understand how these students and
professors view each other and the power dynamics that exist between them. This is a
fundamental issue to moving education forward in a more accessible and collaborative way. In
the 1970s, Paulo Freire proposed a classroom dynamic in which students and teachers worked
together to generate knowledge, thus allowing students to be masters of their own knowledge
making (Freire, 2000). This came from his experience in colonized Brazil where he grew up poor
and hungry. He was a grammar teacher, often teaching while trying to understand what his
students thought and expected of their education. Due to his continued studies in education he
noticed that the educational practices were not serving the working class. As a result of this he
decided to take another approach, one that not only focused on reading, but also understanding
the world around the student. This led to the education of many working-class peoples and the
formation of his new pedagogy (Bentley, 2016). His ideas about education guided much of this
study in that the focus was on power dynamics in the classroom and how that power was shared.
While I do not claim that having no person in a position of power is a system that higher
education should adopt, I agree with Freire when he says, “the leaders [of change] do bear the
responsibility for coordination and, at times, direction- but leaders who deny praxis [action and
reflection] to the oppressed thereby invalidate their own praxis” (p. 126). For this reason, the
main audience for this research is professors, especially those who wish to change the way they
conduct classrooms and the power dynamics present. By reading and understanding the
experiences of those who are not as privileged, it may start a conversation about examining one’s
own privilege and power.
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Research Questions
The purpose of this research was to better understand power dynamics, specifically those
related to privilege, in graduate school classrooms. By examining my own experiences, as a
privileged person myself, in classrooms through autoethnographic methods and intersectional
analysis, it was the goal is this research to gain a better understand of classroom power dynamics
to inform better educational practice. To understand these phenomena, the following research
questions guided my study.
1. How do I describe the way I am perceived by others? Are these justified descriptions, or
biased by my privilege?
2. In what ways do I view those who do not share the same power I have or don’t have?
Examples include people of color, women, those I believe to be straight.
3. How do I describe the power dynamics present in different classes and class sessions?
Are there exceptions to what is considered standard?
4. How does my privilege influence the classroom dynamic? How does my privilege and
position as a student influence the dynamic between me and my peers, and me and my
professors?
5. How do my identities intersect to grant me the amount of privilege and power that I
have?
Overview of Methods
Interest in this project came from the current discourse in many areas of academia and
society at large about privilege and intersectionality of identities. These issues often are
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discussed in education, qualitative research, and the making of education policy. Examining
one’s privilege is a process that requires constant self-examination, and autoethnographic
methods allow for this sort of self-reflection and examination in a systematic and experiential
way. As described in Johnson (2017), “Checking privilege requires the researcher to respect and
value all voices and opinions and to acknowledge the privilege that may come with his or her
skin color” (p. 48). Checking one’s privilege is not specific to skin color privilege, and it requires
that those with privilege be aware of what advantages are granted to them. Critical
autoethnographic and analytic autoethnographic methods were used to gain a better
understanding of the everyday privilege that I have. Autoethnography allows the researcher to
turn the lens onto oneself as a member of the phenomenon and cultural group they are studying,
thus allowing analysis of their position and role in the social situation. Additionally, through
classroom observations, artifacts, and dialogue interviews with others, autoethnography allowed
for a rich understanding of privilege and power in higher education settings.
Operational Definitions
McIntosh (1988a) describes white privilege as “an invisible weightless knapsack of
special provisions, maps, passports, codebooks, visas, clothes, tools and blank checks” (p. 165)
that people with white skin possess. It is a phenomenon that often goes unnoticed by those who
possess it, and when it is called out in discussion often leads to many resistant and retaliatory
behaviors. Which will be discussed more in detail in the literature review. White skin privilege
permeates everyday activities and life for the people who possess it, often resulting in
unconscious power dynamic struggles. While there is no way to separate white privilege from
other forms of privilege and oppression a person may possess, McIntosh gives many examples of
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the everyday behaviors and interactions that are privileged for her: “I can criticize our
government and talk about how much I fear its policies and behavior without being seen as a
cultural outsider…I can go home from most meetings of organizations I belong to feeling
somewhat tied in, rather than isolated, out-of-place, outnumbered, unheard, held at a distance, or
feared” (p. 167). McIntosh later describes white privilege as being difficult to acknowledge
because it makes us realize that we do not truly live in a meritocracy, because of oppression and
privilege.
The other main privilege that should be defined is male privilege. This comes from being
perceived as a man or male person by others (McIntosh, 1988a). As McIntosh describes, male
privilege is similar to white privilege, except it is based on biological sex and gender instead of
race. As McIntosh describes her experiences and views of men in educational systems, “Our
male colleagues do not have a great deal to lose in supporting Women’s Studies, but they do not
have a great deal to lose if they oppose it either” (McIntosh, 1988b, p. 11). Males, especially
when talking about educational issues, often have the advantage of being represented in
curriculum as well as in positions of power.
Higher education settings are those settings that are typical for formalized higher
education in the U.S. For me and many graduate students these include settings such as the
classroom, work, and meetings. Additionally, online settings may be significant to the daily
interactions of graduate students. As discussed in the theoretical framework, educational settings
are typically oppressive to students and thus need to be changed to affect larger changes in
education (Freire, 2000).
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Importance
The main reason this research was conducted was to inform educational practice,
specifically for those in positions of power. Professors who do not understand the experiences of
those less or more privileged than themselves can struggle to connect with and help students
when needed.
Professors, the main audience for this research, need to be aware of the power they
possess in the eyes of their students. Abusing that power is easy to do and can have a negative
impact on students. At the undergraduate level, professors can influence grades, and thus affect
students’ GPA, which may be an important factor in obtaining and maintaining funds for tuition.
Grading, determining what type of experiences a student has access to, and writing letters of
recommendation should be free of bias and stereotypical thinking, which is more difficult to
achieve if the professor is not aware of their own privilege and power. Another significant way
professors hold power is that they control classroom dynamics both formally and informally. The
set rules of a class, the curriculum (written and unwritten), and the discourses that take place in a
class are all controlled by the professor, and thus need to be understood. Professors therefore
must be aware of their biases since they influence who gets to speak, for how long, and how
lasting the authority of their words.
Additionally, graduate students may benefit from this research in that it provides a
personal account of some of the same frustrations or issues that they are facing. As discussed in
the findings section, notions of expertise, identity, and privilege and power dynamics are issues
graduate students may face as they navigate the system of higher education and their programs.
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Finally, those who are significantly privileged benefit from this research. As McIntosh
noted, it is often difficult for those who have lived and been raised with privilege to understand
their own impact on creating and maintaining systems of inequity and inequality. Educational
systems often do not force people to challenge their own beliefs about society to the extent that it
involves their own contribution. For example, it is assumed that there must be a significant
number of men included in history curriculum because men have contributed most significantly.
This assumption, which has been held and promoted over generations in history curriculum, is a
classic example of male privilege for McIntosh. McIntosh has raised this point to several male
colleagues of hers, only to see them explain it away. By conducting this autoethnography, it is
hoped that those who are privileged like myself can begin the process of assessing their own role
in maintaining systems of privilege.
This research allowed for a first-hand account of some of the struggles, and lack of
struggles, of being a full-time student in the time and setting. Being someone who possesses an
abundance of privilege, I engaged in checking my own privilege and learning to listen to those
who are not like me. Through examining my own classroom experiences and conducting
interviews with other students I could understand the power dynamics that were present,
resulting in reflection on how I was affecting the dynamic.
Theoretical Framework
This research uses two main theories in approaching the problem of power dynamics in
the classroom. The first is critical pedagogy, drawing from Paulo Freire’s book Pedagogy of the
Oppressed (2000). This approach to pedagogy calls for a shared power dynamic in the way
knowledge is generated and learned by students, opposite the traditional banking model. Second,
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the theory and analysis method of intersectionality will be used to examine identities and
complexities of the participants and their experiences. This theory is explicitly called for in texts
that describe and lay out what critical autoethnography is, and allows for a deeper of analysis of
the data (Boylorn & Orbe, 2014).
Critical Pedagogy. In his book, Pedagogy of the Oppressed (2000), Paulo Freire set forth
a model of education and learning that was in direct opposition to what was the current model,
what Freire called the banking model (Freire, 2000). In the banking model of education the
teacher was the sole holder of knowledge and would bestow said knowledge unto the learners,
who were passive receptacles, just waiting to receive the knowledge. For Freire, this approach
was not only present in schools, but also tied into society and connected to how and why
oppression existed. In discussing the banking model of education, that which was most common
during his early teaching career, Freire explains:
It is not surprising that the banking concept of education regards humans as adaptable,
manageable beings. The more students work at storing the deposits entrusted to them, the
less they develop the critical consciousness which would result from their intervention in
the world as transformers of that world. The more completely they accept the passive role
imposed on them, the more they tend simply to adapt to the world as it is and to the
fragmented view of reality deposited in them. (Freire, 2000, p.73)
Freire goes on to point out that this model benefits the oppressors because it allows them to
cause those who are oppressed to doubt their own ideas and beliefs, and thus not have a firm
grasp on their reality (Freire, 2000). To counter this, he proposed an innovative approach to
education, one that was focused on developing critical thinking and respect for different types of
knowledge. He then states that this approach, action plus reflection, is the only way to speak
truly and requires dialogue between students and teachers:
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There is no true word that is not at the same time a praxis [action and reflection]. Thus, to
speak a true word is to transform the world. An unauthentic word, one which is unable to
transform reality, results when dichotomy is imposed upon its constitutive elements.
(Freire, 2000, p. 89)
Freire posits that critical pedagogy requires action, collaboration, and understanding the power
dynamics at play in classrooms, making critical pedagogy not only a foundational theory for this
research, but a necessary one.
Intersectionality. As an approach to evaluate intricate systems, intersectionality analyzes
the way in which systems of inequality are not only created, but how they are sustained through
various means (Grzanka, 2014). First discussed in black feminist literature, intersectionality is an
approach used to give voice to those who are historically marginalized and silenced (Crenshaw,
1989; Crenshaw, 1991; Grzanka, 2014). Crenshaw (1991), in one of her foundational texts,
argues that the intersection of gender and race is rarely studied. Instead, it is often gender or race,
and that this approach only ends up hurting women of color in the end. Crenshaw (1989) coined
the term “intersectionality” to reduce erasure of black women’s experiences, especially within
the feminist community, as well as in the court system. In using this theory and method of
analysis the questions around the phenomena are approached in such a way that there is a focus
on the “structural analysis and critique insomuch as it is primarily concerned with how social
inequalities are formed and maintained; accordingly, identities and the politics thereof are the
products of historically entrenched, institutional systems of domination and violence” (Grzanka,
2014, p. XV). In simpler terms, intersectionality is about understanding how systems of
oppression came to be as such, and how they continue to be maintained. Additionally, and most
importantly, it is an approach that is not summative in addressing issues. By this,
intersectionality is not about examining black women’s experiences as ones of sexism plus
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racism. Rather, intersectional analysis examines the unique experiences of being a black woman,
arguing that it is different than examining racism and then sexism separately.
The main reason for using this theory and approach is because it is useful for
understanding systems of oppression, both formal and informal. The dynamics of higher
education are systemic to an extent, and thus a critical and analytic approach should be used to
best explain them. Additionally, there is a long history of drawing on intersectionality to guide
critical ethnographic research (Boylorn & Orbe, 2014). Because autoethnography (critical or
otherwise) requires understanding oneself in the context and involvement of a social situation,
intersectionality has been used as a method and guiding theory (Boylorn & Orbe, 2014).
Intersectionality, much like critical pedagogy, also calls for research to be used for action,
whether it be activism or simply giving voice to those who are silenced. It holds that knowledge
is generated, varies by persons and their experiences, and is situated and contextualized. In
combination with critical autoethnography and critical pedagogy, intersectionality is a powerful
tool for researchers.

CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
The majority of the literature about privilege in higher education manifests in research
about oppressive experiences and institutions, often focusing on gender and color discrimination
(Case, Kanenberg, Erich, & Tittsworth, 2012; Chan & Treacy, 1996; Diem & Carpenter, 2013;
Gardner, 2013; Kraehe, 2015; Pittman, 2010; Robinson & Clardy, 2010; Ross & Edwards, 2016;
Smith, 2016). The other main thread that the literature provides is research that is much like
interventions, that is, classroom environments were changed to examine how changing the
typical classroom environment may affect the power dynamics at play (Berry, 2006; Case, 2007;
Donnelly, McGarr, & O’Reilly, 2014; Leyva, 2016; Johnson-Bailey & Cervero, 1998; Lovorn,
Sunal, Christensen, Sunal, & Shwery, 2012; Mack, 2012; Mihans II, Long, & Felten, 2008;
Moscovici, 2007; Reinsvold & Cochran, 2012; Silfver, Sjöberg, & Bagger, 2013; Tatar, 2005;
Wilbur & Scott, 2013). However, what is lacking in the literature are perspectives and
experiences of those in power reflecting on how they can be active agents of change in higher
education. This research proposes to fill in this gap as well as provide an intricate account to
what it is like to be privileged in a large social context, but within a higher education context
have differing levels of privilege and power as a graduate student.
Frustrations and Encounters with Privilege
There are many ways to explore the issue of encounters with privilege, but the literature
relevant to this study concerns those lived experiences and empirical research that relate to race
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and sex and/or gender discrimination. Research has been done at many various levels of
educational systems in the United States, except for graduate level students. While there are
studies that exist exploring the issues of graduate students, few address issues of power dynamics
directly.
Faculty experiences. Robinson and Clardy (2010) both tell their own stories, using
autoethnography, of being women of color in academia. They discuss points of stress that existed
in their former jobs, placing specific emphasis on how they were underpaid in relation to
colleagues who were white and/or male. Robinson tells her story first, one focused mainly on
how stress was placed on her from those in positions of power to do more, and how people
perceive her positionality within the academic setting. A vignette talks about her first encounter
with a woman when Robinson is trying to make copies of her syllabi. At first the woman asks if
she needs help, but then goes on to ask if she is a student, because if Robinson is then she can’t
use the copier. When Robinson informs the woman that she is actually just a new professor, the
woman apologizes. As Robinson begins to examine the situation she wonders where the
assumption that she was a student came from. “…wondering if it was because I was young that
she made that assumption or because I was Black, as all of the support staff for the college were
young Black female workers” (p. 21). This quote speaks volumes to the idea that power
dynamics can be seen at different levels of higher education, and that assumptions based on the
culture, color, and gender can influence them. The office woman made the basic assumption that
because Robinson looked similar to the support staff (young, black women) that she may be a
student trying to use the copier without permission. However, from Robinson’s standpoint, this
was perhaps a combination of assumptions of the culture based on her gender and color.
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Clardy follows a similar structure with her story of how she came to her institution, the
typical overload of work that she faced, as well as the shifting administration that occurred. In
talking about her meaning making about these experiences, she presents the themes of
“…increasing institutions’ awareness of how women faculty of color experience life within the
academy….and…creating dialogue and developing support networks for women faculty
members of color who may have similar experiences” (p. 49). Additionally, she suggests that
academics should not be shown the disrespect and inaction that she faced. She gives the example
of how during her presentation in applying for the position at her former institution a faculty
member fell asleep, and that behavior was never addressed. These events showed a lack of
respect for someone who is not in a position of power and someone who has historically
experienced racism and sexism.
Clardy calls for action to be done in terms of equity and respect for faculty of color in
academia. This is in line with my methods and theoretical framework, which calls for action at
some level to change the current ways. Working on freeing the oppressed comes from a need for
the oppressors to understand their impact and work to use their power and impact to help those
who are oppressed. As Clardy said, “anything else is unacceptable” (Robinson & Clardy, 2010).
Gardner (2013), using a qualitative interview method, also explored the phenomenon of
women faculty leaving their institutions of work because of differing reasons, paying particular
attention to gendered reasons. The main guiding question of the research was “How did striving
aspirations of one comprehensive institution affect the departure decisions of women faculty” (p.
355). Data were analyzed using a constant comparative method and interview transcripts
underwent three rounds of coding. The three main themes to emerge were “competing
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expectations, and environment of ambiguity, gendered practices, and work-life balance” (p. 357359). The first deals with expectations not matching the different levels of authority in the
institution. It connects well with the second theme which deals with there never being clear
expectations for these women and their career trajectory. The third theme discusses the
environment and atmosphere that the women faculty had to deal with. Sexism and patriarchal
attitudes were often pointed at them, especially across generations. The last reason for women
faculty leaving was due to poor work-life balance. Because there was constant pressure to do
more for the university while still dealing with the experiences that emerged in the other three
themes, these women decided to leave to achieve a better work-life balance (Gardner, 2013).
Pittman (2010) conducted interviews (60 to 120 minutes) with 16 African American
faculty at a majority White university in the Midwestern part of the United States. Interviews
were conducted in person, done by someone of color in the hopes that participants would be
more open. All interviews were structured around three main points. The first was on the identity
and trajectory of the teachers, the second on experiences with diverse populations in the class,
and the third focused on experiences with different diverse peoples who are colleagues and/or
peers. The research questions centered on strategies of encountering and dealing with racial
diversity and resistance. Findings showed that every single participant said that they had
experience stressful classroom experiences due to race. One of the most prominent experiences
was having White students who had struggled with content that related to race as well having
issues relating to the fact that their professor was of color. When these issues did arise, the
faculty talked about some strategies used to defuse the situations. The first suggestion was that
the professor should refocus the students’ attention on the learning objective. One participant
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kept in mind what the goal of educating undergrads was, simply to try and change a small part of
their assumptions and biases around the issues of race. Another strategy was to anticipate what
students may say, and then react appropriately or to engage students in a series of questions to
make them see their own biases and assumptions, but without doing so in a way that was
perceived as reactive and provocative. The last strategy was to make their authority and power
known from the beginning. Essentially, students will challenge boundaries, and being strong in
those boundaries early is best (Pittman, 2010).
To further this theme in the literature, Ross and Edwards (2016) talked about the role of
silence amongst African-American faculty at predominately white universities. Using a method
known as the Delphi method (meant to draw a conclusion on issues from many experts), the
researchers could demonstrate that despite efforts of universities, there were still major systemic
issues that the faculty faced. Diem and Carpenter (2013) addressed similar issues around race
when questioning how future educational leaders were acting and talking about racial issues in
education. Both students and professors were involved in dialogues about educational issues and
the findings indicated the ways in which both groups use silence to change or shut down
conversations about race. From students, most silence came from being exposed to issues of
racism (through exposure of a film in the case of the study) and forced to be reflective.
Interestingly though, through focus groups, researchers learned that students were also silenced
by their professors in classes when racial issues were risen. When students asked questions, the
professor would answer the questions indirectly, and then jump to another topic, effectively
shutting down the potential for discussion. When the professors were interviewed, they often
said that their determination to discuss issues about race depended on past experiences and
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exposure. If they had been exposed to the ideas of privilege and of issues of race, they were more
likely to be comfortable talking about it. Lastly, the idea that ties the entirety of the encounters
with privilege literature is the assertion made by the researchers that silence, the act of being able
to sit quietly after being exposed to racism and issues of race, is a privileged act. Those who are
marginalized and oppressed are often silenced by those who are privileged, in one way or
another. While some privileged students in the study argued that they did not feel their voice was
needed and it was only respectful for them to not speak, by remaining silent and not being vocal
about their own reflections on privilege, discussion was not possible. When those who are
privileged or in positions of power do not speak up and enact change, faculty of color or who are
women can decide to leave important positions in higher education.
Student experiences. Experiences of faculty dealing with issues of race and sex
discrimination are well documented, there are also the experiences of students who face similar
issues with the added pressure of not having the same position of power as a faculty may have.
Some students, such as in Case, Kanenberg, Erich, and Tittsworth (2012) decided to try and
enact change at a policy level, while others students tell their experiences through researchers.
Case, Kanenberg, Erich, and Tittsworth (2012), used a case study method and a
framework called “critical liberatory feminist pedagogy” to look at the challenges and efforts to
make policy changes for transgender student protections within the context of challenging
gender-conforming (cisgender) privilege. A total of 5 people agreed to interview, with the main
student activist being a White, male-to-female transsexual who was pursuing their degree in
social work at the age of 55. The main student activist had the support of two female professors
and one male professor, all of whom were white and heterosexual allies to the transgender
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community. Interviews and observations of governance meetings were conducted and a
grounded theory approach (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) to data analysis was used.
Everyone in this group was aware and made aware in the interviews of the issues of
power dynamics in the group. They aimed to decrease what they viewed as a hierarchy, often
meaning that students were involved in the planning process and in governance meetings. The
faculty talked about how they have the privilege and power to simply return to the status quo if
they wanted, to essentially rebuild any burned bridges that came from this effort because they
possess a certain amount of privilege. However, they recognized that students and those
oppressed do not possess that ability, and thus it was necessary for them to use their power as
faculty to ensure that students and activists were protected (Case et al., 2012).
While not as focused on changing policy, Kraehe (2015) and Smith (2016) provide two
different perspectives of student experiences on privilege in higher education specifically.
Kraehe (2015) used a critical race theory approach, an approach to research that provides
counter-narratives for situations and experiences of the participants, to explore racial issues that
two, Black preservice art teaching students faced. These issues included identity issues
concerning being a Black preservice art teacher, the topics that were discussed in their course
work (there was space for these students to talk about issues of race), and having to navigate the
already tense experience of student teaching and working with a cooperating teacher. The
experiences of Brianna and Cherise (the two participants) illustrated the fact that systemic issues
such as race and silence about race in education do affect students in significant ways, even if
they do not seem to as obvious at first. Smith (2016) explored student-faculty dynamics in
higher education classes. Smith was looking to understand how students employ different
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strategies in interactions with faculty members, especially those that are privileged. Through
ethnographic methods, Smith found three main ways student assert a type of privilege. First, they
define their effort prior to interaction with professors. An example being where a student “totally
forgot,” about an assignment and thus emails the professor asking about the late policy. The
response the professor gives is a simple see syllabus type answer. The student felt that their
effort may have warranted a more personal response perhaps, and the student is struck by the
lack of recognition to her effort. In describing the student, Lyndsey, and what her response is,
Smith notes: “We consult the course syllabus, which offers a clear explanation of the partial
credit still available for her late submissions. Lyndsey’s face has fallen These are dirty words,
partial credit, and the deflate poor Lyndsey…” The other major finding was the way in which
students elicit empathy from their professors to try and show that they tried. This one is
interesting, especially given the example that is used. Smith argues that one way students try to
assert power and enact privilege is by being upfront with professors about how dutiful they are as
students, but that the professor needs to understand that this class isn’t the only thing going on in
their life. A quote by Zack, a student in one of the classes observed, says to the professor: “I
wanted to tell you the reason I left early the other day was because I have been really sick. I went
to the doctor- my mother came to get me. They think I have walk pneumonia again, I’m really
sorry…” The quote goes on and explains how Zack still wants credit/extra credit for attending an
outside lecture, but because of his illness he had to leave. Essentially, Zack is trying to use
empathy techniques to bolster his own grades, despite perhaps not putting in the effort. The
biggest criticism of this study is that it proports to talk about privileged students, but doesn’t
mention age, sex, gender, race, or any other typical measures of privilege. However, this does
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not negate the fact that students and faculty have power dynamics and privileges at play in
diverse ways.
Chan and Treacy (1996) argued that multiculturalism has many goals to many people, but
still seems to fail to address issues of power and assimilation. Using Foucault as a framework
and his “economies of power,” issues of classroom dynamics and the teaching of multicultural
courses are talked about, with an emphasis on how to relate and change the minds of those
students who may be resistant to the issues talked about in these classes. Being a resistant student
is not simply a type of student, but instead comes from a dynamic context of students, teachers,
and the class content working together to create a response. Resistance and engagement can
come in many forms and at many different times. For example, on the first day some students
may look at the material and simply reject it due to it being controversial or in order to protect
their own biases and prejudices. The more likely form is to be passive as a student. They may
participate only slightly, not fully complete assignments, not pay attention in class, etc. Another
form of resistance is conformity, such as a woman student letting a sexist remark go
unchallenged. By going along with or letting a sexist remark go undebated, the student is saying
it is okay to make those remarks, thus undermining the goal of the class which was to challenge
forms of sexism and other forms of oppression. In order to get through to students it often
requires taking the issues and making them applicable or relatable to the students’ own lives, in a
personal way. The importance of understanding possible methods of resistance will help guide
my research in that I may be able to find faults in my own thinking and meaning making (Chan
& Treacy, 1996).
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It is evident that students both possess and enact certain types of privilege in higher
education settings, but that they also face issues due to systemic and local issues of unequal
power dynamics. While not all of the issues in their entirety have been discussed, frustrations
and encounters with privilege are well documented in one of the main audiences for this study,
professors. What is lacking are the lived experiences of graduate students in higher education
when facing issues of race and sex/gender discrimination. All of this also alludes to the
conclusion and point that I, as a white male, will not face many of the issues discussed in the
literature. I did not deal with the issues that Brianna and Cherise (Kraehe, 2015) faced when I
was an undergraduate student, and I will not face the issues discussed in Robinson and Clardy
(2010) if I become a faculty member at a university.
Power Dynamics and Interventions
The other main thread of literature about privilege and power dynamics focuses on
examining present power dynamics in educational settings, or seeing how these environments
and attitudes change after enacting a change.
Changing Dynamics. Mack (2012), using critical theory as a framework and critical
action research methodologies, conducted a qualitative study to better understand why some
students do not participate (defined as talking initially) in class. Using surveys for her entire class
as well as interviewing 15 select students, Mack was able to gain a better understanding of the
problem of silent students that were present in her classrooms. These students did well in her
class, but rarely participated and she was curious as to why. After the initial data collection and
analysis, Mack then decided to apply the themes that arose to her own pedagogy in her
classrooms at her university in Japan. She allowed students to set up a set of classroom policies,
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define what participation is, and essentially decide how they think participation could be
increased. Her main focus was to find out why some students felt or were silenced, and thus
allowing her students to define what constituted participation was crucial. Comparing data from
the two groups with whom she conducted research there was an overall reduction in negative
responses to the survey questions, indicating that the intervention was effective to making
students feel that they have more of a voice. In the end, Mack stated that “I began to realize how
one style of participation privileges those students who are comfortable volunteering” (Mack,
2012, p. 432). By defining participation as only those who were speaking up, it gives them the
power to control the conversation and direction of the class. When participation is defined and
valued in a broader way, then more student voices are considered.
Wilbur and Scott (2013) decided to turn a learning community class into an environment
that would assess and address power dynamics, interaction dynamics, and privilege in the lives
of their students. Learning community classes are those classes that are designed to be taught
together or back to back, thus requiring students to enroll in the classes in the same term.
Readings, activities, and interactions were structured around creating an environment that
required reflection and examination of power and privilege in everyday interactions and higher
education settings. The class then implemented a project called The Institutional Analysis
Project, in which the roles of teacher and students were shifted to one in which students not only
had the knowledge and expertise, but could act as a force for change in their community. Using a
systematic approach to understanding power in their institution, students investigated a problem
that existed at their university and then acted on it (Wilbur & Scott, 2013). This study provides a
good case of how privilege is something that can be discussed and that by supporting students
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(those without power) through collaboration and encouragement, it is possible for them to
understand how they might examine their own privileges.
Donnelly, McGarr, and O’Reilly (2014) used inquiry–based science education (IBSE) to
investigate students and teachers not often being conscious of the powers and positions that they
hold in a classroom, which often undermines the efforts of inquiry-based education. Inquirybased science education is a pedagogical method that makes students create their own knowledge
through investigation and discussion. Case study methods were employed to look at two cases in
high-school-level chemistry classrooms in Ireland as part of a “Virtual Chemistry Laboratory.”
Observations, teacher interviews, student focus groups, and artifacts were collected and
analyzed. Findings revealed that there was direct power being used by both teachers meaning
that they were dominating the discussions and questions. They often paced around the classroom
making sure that the students were on task. Of the 23 conversations that took place during one
observation, only two were started by students. While the conversations were inquiry and
question-guided, they were initiated by the person in power. The students often didn’t answer
back in an inquiry nature such as asking further questions or follow up questions to enhance their
knowledge or understanding, instead just answering, and waiting for the next question. There
was a lot of power being concentrated at the top, even in inquiry-based approaches (Donnelly et
al., 2014).
Leyva (2016) and Mihans, Long, and Felten (2008) further add to the theme of
interventions and changing pedagogies to examine power dynamics in two studies that illustrate
student perspectives. Leyva (2016) investigated the experiences and motivations of latin@
(gender-neutral form of Latino/Latina) college students in STEM related classes, specifically
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mathematics for the research. In the findings, Leyva discusses the ways in which counter-stories,
much like discussed in Kraehe (2015), are important to understanding power in education. Her
participants described facing issues of boys (her participants were women) telling them that
latin@ women were not smart enough to excel in mathematics, or even college. It was through
personal motivation, as well as having supportive teachers that one of her participants was able
to continue in mathematics to college. A similar pattern was discussed in Mihans, Long, and
Felten (2008) when a group of faculty member and undergraduate students formed to recreate a
course at the university. The researchers were interested in notions of power dynamics, expertise,
and contributions. There was concern that the undergraduate students did not possess the proper
expertise when examining materials for the class, but the group was able to address this by
allowing the students to focus on certain tasks. After working out several different issues, the
faculty of the group realized that their own expertise was biasing the creation of the course and
its content. They addressed this by instead focusing on what the undergraduate students saw as
useful, changing the power dynamic present. The simple act of listening to the students they had
included for allowing for student perspectives was found to be the most helpful way to
collaborate.
As evidenced, there are diverse ways and levels to change a present, established power
dynamic. Mack (2012) decided to change her own classroom setup and conduct research to
improve her own teaching, while Leyva (2016) investigated the ways in which students were
resisting against present power dynamics that were negative. Some were successful in
dramatically changing the power dynamic, such as in Mihans, Long, and Felten (2008), while
others were not (Donnelly, McGarr, and O’Reilly (2014).
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Describing Power Dynamics. Berry (2006) wanted to investigate the strategies that
teachers use to increase and support participation in a group-wide lesson amongst a combined
classroom of second, third, and fourth graders. Using a sociocultural theory framework and
ethnographic methodology, multiple observations over nine months were conducted. Of the 29
students in the classroom, 12 had special education resources and services, either with learning
or emotional disabilities. The results of the study were multi-faceted. The teachers were
dedicated to the idea of a community that was a safe space and in which social cohesion and
mutual responsibility were foundational. In many of the different findings there was an emphasis
on the fact that teachers had to create spaces for those who were not as likely to participate to get
them to participate. The teachers were using their power and influence to create an opportunity
for student who needed it. In this community model of a classroom, help from a classmate or the
teacher was not considered cheating, but instead as being supportive and sometimes necessary
for some students. However, there was also a theme of marginalization of some students. In
smaller group interactions (as opposed to whole class) students were often excluded from their
groups because the others saw them as not useful. This often created a power struggle between
group members that may have carried over to the larger context (Berry, 2006).
Lovorn, Sunal, Christensen, Sunal, and Shwery (2012) use Freire’s model of discussion,
in which Freire argues that discussion and dialogue are the way to oppose the dominant
monologue of a culture, to investigate how it can change power dynamics present in the culture.
Research was conducted over 13 weeks with 120 teachers (graduate students from Brazil,
Colombia, Ecuador, Paraguay, and the U.S.) engaged in dialogue online. The research questions
were: “(1) What are teachers’ perspectives of power in the learning environment? (2) How are
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teachers’ perspectives of power influenced by dominant cultures? (3) How do classroom power
dynamics impact concepts of citizenship and ideas of socially just education? (p. 73).
Findings showed that in response to the first question, teachers, as well as their students,
were conscious of power dynamics and how they affected learning in the classroom. Many of the
teachers emphasized that because of being conscious of this they were able to use that power to
guide students in a positive way. In response to the second question, the teachers said that they
were aware of how much a dominant culture can affect their positionality and view of power
dynamics. This can be positive for those that are of the dominant culture who find it
empowering. It can also be negative for those not of the dominant culture who find it
disempowering. In response to question three, it was again emphasized that the teachers were
aiming to use their power and privilege in a way to model and encourage good behavior and
citizenship. The teachers in this study expressed a desire to be aware of their own positionality in
relation to their students both in the classroom and society at large (Lover, et al., 2012).
Moscovici (2007) conducted self-study research over 10 academic terms as a science
teacher in a secondary school. The overall theme of the research questions focused on why she
was perceived the different ways she was in the different classes she taught. In the upper level,
more difficult classes she was viewed as mean and was even called a witch. In the lower level
classes, she was seen as lazy. There were three main ways that the author defined the distinct
types of power she has according to her findings. Position, personal, and political power all come
from different sources. Position seems to come from her formal and informal positionality within
the context. She is the teacher therefore she has power over grades, class set-up, class length, and
enforcement of rules and regulations. Personal power comes from what she can bring to the class
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such as her ability to create a feeling of safety in the classroom, and being well educated in her
field, which earns her the respect and understanding of her students. Political power deals with
influences outside of the direct relations with the students. She, as a professional in the field of
science and education, has a lot of connections with other powerful people (Moscovici, 2007).
Johnson-Bailey and Cervero (1998) and Reinsvold and Cochran (2012) explored power
dynamics in adult education classes and elementary science classes, respectively. In JohnsonBailey, there were two adult education classes that were observed and written about. In these two
classes issues of power centered around race, gender, positionality, and many other issues.
Similarly, in Reinsvold and Cochran (2012), the issue of power was complicated and was
apparent through discussions between students and student-teacher interactions. When the
teacher allowed for open-ended questions that student was allowed to take control of the
situation and have some power, which was central to the idea of an inquiry-based approach to
learning. For both of these studies, voice, the idea that a student has the ability and willingness to
speak in class, was vital. While voice is influenced by other factors, the most important for both
these studies was authority and positionality. When students can have an authority within a
classroom setting, positive interactions can happen. To further emphasize this point, Case (2007)
and Tatar (2005) provide examples of students can perceive a power dynamic, and how their
perceptions may be changed. In Case (2007) pre- and post-semester surveys were compared for a
group of students who had taken a women’s studies courses. The courses were designed to
address many issues, two of which were male privilege and sexism. After taking either of the
classes, students reported being more aware of the existence and impact of male privilege and
sexism in their lives. This is important to understanding the power dynamics that are present, and
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is not simply a study about an intervention since the courses were not changed specifically for
the study. It is also important in that it shows that students can potentially be made more aware
of privilege through formal courses and introduction to feminist theory. In one of the few studies
exploring the experiences of graduate students, Tatar (2005) looked at participation of Turkish
graduate students who were attending a U.S. university. Much like Johnson-Bailey and Cervero
(1998) and Reinsvold and Cochran (2012), one of the major factors that influenced their
experiences was peer to peer power dynamics, as well as discussion in general.
Overall, the literature on power dynamics at the exist in educational settings includes many
different settings and experiences. However, most of the literature points to the conclusion that
students are aware of systemic and local power dynamics (or can be made aware), as are the
faculty members. Privilege and power dynamics are a field of study that has provided many
answers to how and why those in power and those not in power act and learn the way they do,
but one area that is lacking is understanding these issues in graduate students. Graduate school in
general is a niche position in higher education, but the issues faced by graduate students need to
be explored in different ways, and thus is the goal of this research.

CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHOD
Using an autoethnographic design, focused on critical and analytic autoethnography, in
combination with intersectionality analyses methods, I examined power dynamics and privilege
in higher education settings and experiences. Through observations of my own class settings,
interviews with students and professors, as well as the gathering of artifacts, I hoped to inform
and better educational practice in higher education as well as within myself.
To start, analytic autoethnography is a form of conducting and analyzing
autoethnographic data that focused on understanding certain phenomena. Anderson lays out
certain criteria that must be met.
ethnographic work in which the researcher is (1) a full member in the research group or
setting…(3) committed to an analytic research agenda focused on improving theoretical
understandings of broader social phenomena” (Anderson, 2006, p. 375)
What these requirements meant for this project were simple. One, I was a full member of the
settings I was in, both physically and mentally. I lived in the same city as my university, in what
was considered off-campus student housing. I was on campus frequently for my graduate
assistantships, and thus am part of campus life, as well as being a full-time student. The other
requirement was that I be dedicated to the analytic method of research in autoethnography,
which I could achieve, having done it before. Understanding power dynamics and privilege in
my settings also required that I examine the larger phenomena of power dynamics in higher
education.
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As for critical autoethnography and intersectionality, the research and analysis also
focused on how to best describe identities, and their significance to power dynamics (Boylorn &
Orbe, 2014; Grzanka, 2014). Additionally, using these two analysis methods allowed me to focus
my coding in the second and third cycles on the formal and informal power structures present in
my experiences and data. Boylorn and Orbe (2014) describe critical autoethnography as:
Critical autoethnography shares similarities with Madison’s (2012) conception of critical
ethnography, which “begins with an ethical responsibility to address processes of
unfairness or injustice within a particular lived domain” (p. 5). Critical autoethnographers
are invested in the “politics of positionality” (Madison, 2012) that require researchers to
acknowledge the inevitable privileges we experience alongside marginalization and to
take responsibility for our subjective lenses through reflexivity. We write as an Other,
and for an Other. (Boylorn & Orbe, 2014, p. 15)
Critical autoethnography is used to provide a form of research and analysis that has
intersectionality at its core, as well as being dedicated to an “other,” whether it be the larger
phenomenon (like in analytic autoethnography) or the voices of marginalized groups. Critical
autoethnography is meant to critique social institutions and the underlying assumptions of them.
Combining both a critical and analytic autoethnography approaches allows for constructive
analysis that focuses on action while being grounded in data and experiences.

Settings
Regional Setting. The city that in which I lived, went to class, and worked in was located
off a major interstate in the Midwestern part of the United States. At the time of the study, the
city was known for being the home to the university I attended, with nearly 20,000 students
attending (“Fast Facts,” 2016). In addition to the university, there were ten public kindergarten12 schools, one private school, and one early learning center in the district that served around
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6,200 students (“Schools/Departments,” 2016; “Superintendent,” 2016). As for community
services and activities, there were over 40 parks and recreation-type centers spanning over 700
acres of land, as well as one public library (“Park District Mission,” 2016; “Public Library,”
2016). The population of the city, according to 2015 estimates, was around 43,000, with the
majority identifying as white (U.S. Census Bureau, 2015). In April of 2010, census data reported
that 74.9% of people identified as white, 12.8% black or African-American, and 12.5% as
Hispanic. In 2014, the median household income, measured between 2010 and 2014 was in the
lower $38,000, with 32.3% of people being classified as living in poverty (U.S. Census Bureau,
2015).

Research Setting. The university I attended and worked was classified as a large researchfocused university in the Midwestern part of the United States. The student population was
around 20,000 students with a mix of part- and full-time students, offering degree programs at
both the undergraduate and graduate levels. There are seven colleges with forty-four schools and
departments (“Colleges, Schools & Departments,” 2016). My classroom settings occurred on the
main campus of the university, but there were also three other campuses that serve the
surrounding communities, as well as some programs taking place online (“Regional Sites,”
2016). The school was majority White students (57.0%). Black (15.9%) and Hispanic/Latino
(15.4%) students account for the majority of the rest of the students. Race Unknown (0.8%), 2 or
more races (3.5%), Non-resident Alien (2.1%), Native American (0.2%) are amongst the
smallest. Among undergraduates, the sex ratio is nearly 50% male and 50% female (“Fast Facts”,
2016).
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Classroom Setting 1, Stan’s class. I observed two of the three classes in which I was
enrolled during the term of data collection, the first one being a class outside of my college and
area of study. I took this class to observe and understand the power dynamics of a class outside
of the norm of my own department. The class was on the main campus of the university, met
twice a week for 75 minutes, and conducted in a lecture style that met in person. The physical
classroom was a medium sized classroom with around 35 desks, all facing forward, with a few
small tables on the side of the classroom. All the desks faced a dry-erase white board with a
projection screen in the right corner of the classroom, covering part of the dry-erase board when
pulled down. There were, on any given day, twenty students present, but there were twentyseven students taking the class. The class was a graduate level introductory class for a subfield in
the department and all the students, myself included, were from outside the subfield. In addition
to the lectures, which mainly occurred on Mondays, there were student led discussion days on
Wednesday. This was an opportunity for students, often in groups or two or three, to give some
lecture and then lead a discussion of the topics posted on the discussion board. The discussion
topics were pulled from a Blackboard site, an online learning environment that was used at the
university. This online environment was used to post materials (readings, syllabus, grades, etc.)
for the class, as well as allowing a space where students had to submit a question or summary
regarding the readings for the week. Students were expected to make one post every week,
before class on Monday, regarding the readings that had been assigned. These served as points of
discussion after the leading students had decided what the themes of the week were.
Classroom setting 2, Thea’s class. The second class that I observed was a small class,
only consisting of nine graduate students. The class was required to finish my degree and met on
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a weeknight for 2 hours and 40 minutes, in person. The class was designed to aid students in
their writing skills, research methodology knowledge, and to increase general research skill. The
class met on the main campus of the university, within my own college at the university. The
classroom itself was a standard classroom for the building it was held in, housing ten medium
length tables, with one chair at each table. This allowed plenty of room for laptops, textbooks,
and other materials to be sprawled out, which was helpful during discussions and observing. In
the class, there were students from different departments as well as my own, which was normal
in my experience. Prior to class there were readings and questions to consider during and after
the readings, which were then discussed during class. Every day when the professor walked in,
often five minutes before class started, she would write the outline for the day on one of the two
dry-erase boards at the front of the class. The tables made a U shape around the class so that
some were facing the door and wall, some the windows, and some the front of the class. There
was a desk at the front right of the class that faced toward the tables and held a computer, Elmo
(instructional camera), and speakers. While the projection screen was often down during class, it
was not always used, with Thea often sitting on one of the tables in the front of the class and
guiding discussions. Most of the readings for the class were found in textbooks that students
purchased for the class, but all grades were posted on a Blackboard site. This included any
feedback on papers and smaller assignments.
Participants
The main participants for this research were myself and my interviewees. I conducted
dialogue-interviews with four different participants, all of whom were in various positions within
the university.
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Kari. My first interviewee, Kari, was someone I had had dialogues and interviews with
before. She was in one of the first classes I took at my university as well as one other class the
next term. At the time of the study, she was a doctoral student, holding multiple degrees in
different fields. She identified as an African-American woman who is proud of being a daughter,
an educator, and a Christian. Having had classes and dialogues with her before, I knew that she
was someone who was willing to talk about issues in education and tell her story. My
conversation with her primarily involved talking about the issues she faces in life and in higher
education settings as a black woman. We also talked about her past, family life, and I could get
her perspective on some of the classes we had been in together. Unlike with my other
interviewees, Kari and I talked for almost three hours, requiring two different dialogueinterviews. In talking with Kari, I was able to better understand my own privilege as a white
male in higher education. Many of the frustrations she faced in her work and classroom settings
were from white men in positions of power not allowing her the autonomy and time to adjust to
the constant changes and responsibilities she was facing.
Julie. My second interviewee, Julie, was a friend at the time of the study and was a
graduate student at my university, but in a different program. She was white, identified as a
woman, and has a background in the social sciences and performing arts. She was pursuing a
master’s degree and was in her first year of the program at the time of the study. I met her while
getting my bachelor’s degree, having gone to the same college. She was one of the main people
that has helped me with examining my privilege before this study. For her, much of our
conversation centered around women’s issues (cis-gender women), and was vital to examining
male privilege. We talked primarily about how women’s rights, often directed by men in politics,
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were being systematically removed and the history of how it had happened before. In my
dialogue-interview with Julie there was also discussion about the privileges she possesses
(White, able-bodied, straight), which spurred a short conversation about gay rights and politics.
Rose. My third interviewee, Rose, was someone I had met the semester before data
collection and formed a great friendship with. We talked nearly weekly about issues and
triumphs we were making in our lives, and I asked her if she would like to be interviewed. In the
dialogue-interview we talked about the differing roles she sees herself filling in her position at
the university. She was white, a woman, and considered herself highly introverted, preferring to
allow her written work to show her ability. We discussed her view on being a woman in higher
education, where she felt that she was not discriminated against and had great support from all
her peers.
Thea. My fourth interviewee, Thea, was the professor for the second class that I
observed. She was a white, cis-gender woman who had worked in education for several years. I
had never had her as a professor, and also had never met her in all my time at the university. For
Thea, family was most important, with her interest in research and job coming second. Coming
from a rich and diverse background in education, she talked about her teaching history,
philosophy, and pedagogical approach. In addition to this, we talked about her activism and
perspective of higher education in its current state, noting that there are many ways I could use
my skills should I decide not to pursue becoming a professor.
As for myself, I have many privileges and experiences that were important to this
research. The first one, and perhaps the most important one, was that I have white skin privilege
(McIntosh, 1998). Because of this I am treated in a more positively by my professors and peers
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who have white skin, and by society in general. The other major way I am privileged is that I am
male, and identify as a man. Being both male and cis-gendered grants me the advantage of being
respected above women, as well as never being mis-gendered on purpose. Even in the queer
community, perhaps one of the only ways I am not privileged, I am still part of the majority
(white, cis-gender gay men) and get the most representation in media. Lastly, the fact that my
first language is English is an important privilege in formal, higher education. I easily and
quickly understand class content and do well because I do not have to translate between
languages. Additionally, speaking English as my first language means that I was not looked
down upon or seen as “less intelligent” because I do not have a foreign accent.
The main form of privilege that I lack is straight privilege, because I am part of the queer
community. This granted me different perspectives on power dynamics, oppression, and
privilege in some ways. For this study, my queer identity did not surface as much as it has
before. In the past, I have often had to speak up as the only person of the queer community in my
classes to explain how profoundly it changes relationships with people. Those of us in the
community worry about harassment, constantly coming out (or not), and how we interact with
those in power in everyday interactions. Because of these issues, those in the queer community
do not always speak up in a classroom. Few people want to debate with an entire classroom of
people who do not understand something from a personal experience standpoint. As discussed in
the results section, my identity as a queer person influenced me during this project in that it
allowed me to attempt and connect with the struggles that others have had.
Additionally, it is important to contextualize myself in relation to my settings. I had been
at my university taking classes for nearly two years at the time of the study. I had met most of
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the people in my program, and I also worked as a graduate assistant in my department, allowing
me to form and strengthen those relationships. Additionally, most of my professors were white,
allowing us to interact without racial tension. I may not have related to others in my setting
because I may have differed in terms of privilege or may differed in the way that I act in class. I
felt that I was an outsider in most of my classes because I was a full-time student and most of the
classes within my department consisted of people that were part-time students with full-time jobs
(often public-school teachers). Because of this, I often did not talk about the same topics (having
families, professional career experiences) because I was younger, completed my bachelor’s
degree more recently, and was not a parent or spouse compared to other students in my classes.
Data Collection Methods
For this research, data was collected in three main ways. Through dialogue-interviews,
observations of classes, and the collecting of artifacts of many types, triangulation for analysis
will be possible (Mathison, 1988). I had conducted a small autoethnography research in the past
for a class on ethnographic methods, which heavily influenced the methods of this project. While
there were many different approaches to conduct an autoethnography, I used critical
autoethnography as the primary form. In this form of autoethnography there must be a focus on
intersectionality in the analysis, and critique of the social situations in the themes that emerge
(Boylorn & Orbe, 2014). Coding, while done using inductive methods, was refined with an
emphasis on power dynamics and critiquing those in positions in power or having privilege.
After collecting data using each method, a process of reviewing the data without coding it
was conducted to write reflective memos (Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Saldaña, 2013). These
reflective memos were vital to checking my biases, making better sense of the data, and
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eventually became data themselves. Additionally, reflective memos were a way of checking my
privilege, or assessing my own assumptions and biases when understanding someone and/or a
situation. As Johnson (2017) notes in her book, “Checking privilege is akin to the
aforementioned idea of examining what might be in our ‘backpack’ of advantages” (p. 47).
Johnson is referring to the idea of the invisible knapsack discussed in McIntosh (1998), which
was referenced earlier. In addition to reflective memos, I wrote in-process memos, which helped
significantly in past projects using autoethnographic methods (Emerson, Fretz, & Shaw, 2011).
Using in-process memos is described as “…writing detailed, descriptive fieldnotes,
ethnographers simultaneously begin to pen brief, analytically focused writings… [this] allows
the fieldworker to develop these analytic leads and insights early on in the fieldwork process”
(Emerson, Fretz, & Shaw, 2011, p. 123). In-process memos, much like reflective memos,
allowed the opportunity to examine biases and focus my observation later into the semester.
Dialogue-interviews. I conducted dialogue-interviews with four interviewees, one with
each participant and a follow-up interview with Kari. I refer to these as dialogue-interviews due
to the degree of which I contributed to the interview. While interviews are traditionally focused
on the views of the interviewee, dialogues are used in autoethnography as more of a conversation
that the researcher has with a participant (called dialogue partners). However, dialogue partners
often meet once a week or two weeks to continue the conversation. Because of time constraints,
an interview was conducted with each participant, but was conducted in a way that allowed was
more conversational when talking about difficult subjects such as privilege. Two of the
interviewees, Kari and Julie, were students at the university. Kari was working full-time and was
a full-time student, Julie a full-time student with a full graduate assistantship.
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Additionally, I recorded and transcribed “think-alouds” if it was needed. Think-alouds
often only happened if I had a sudden revelation or break through in my understanding of the
research or themes (Charters, 2003). I also used think-alouds to vent my frustrations about
several topics, and often as a result these were included in interview questions or reflective
memos. In one think-aloud, for example, I talked about the role of people in positions of power
and how they denied the existence and epidemic of AIDS in the gay community in the early
1980’s. This connected to a point made in one of my observations and was a reaction I had been
holding in until I could get out of the environment.
After transcribing and examining the content of these data, I reflected on what I thought
some of the emerging themes were and recorded them in a reflective memo. This helped me to
refine my further data collection procedures.
Observations. My second main form of data collection were observations from two of my
classes, which were written into fieldnotes (Emerson, Fretz, & Shaw, 2011). In the past, I found
that being fully emerged in the class while also making notes (mental or physical) about what is
happening, what is being said, and what it means for initial themes was a bit difficult, but was
possible with some focus and a thorough method. Good fieldnotes for this research required
organized note-taking to remember the important and significant events of the observation(s).
This meant taking notes, taking pictures, writing down quotes, and other forms of notable events
to represent the class. After the class was over I found that it was best to take a small break to
relax (less than 30 minutes) and then write the fieldnote. I also occasionally voice recorded the
fieldnote if I had to be somewhere within the next couple hours or was too fatigued to write.
These were then transcribed for data analysis. After about a day the memory of the observation
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was gone and the information was no longer viable. As with the interview transcripts, my
fieldnotes were then looked at briefly to develop basic understandings that informed my
reflective memos. I spent 10 of the 15 weeks of the term observing my classes and settings due
to not acquiring ethics board approval until early February.
Artifacts. Artifacts were the last main form of data I collected. These included pictures of
my many settings, textbooks that included relevant content, and classroom materials. The
primary artifact created and used early on in research and analysis was a web of identity. Each
interviewee completed a web of identity before the interview questions were started.
Interviewees were asked to fill in five circles centered a central circle on a piece of paper. The
center circle was their name while the other five were meant for writing in identities, personality
traits, or roles that my interviewees saw as important in describing themselves. After this, a
fifteen to thirty-minute discussion about what they chose to write down was done. Questions
were freely loosely structured around trying to understand how the different identities,
personality traits, or roles intersect and emerge together in the interviewee’s life. Pictures of the
classrooms were used for description purposes. Textbooks and course syllabi were important
artifacts that allowed me to examine the power structure and expectations for both course.
Classroom materials, the most common form of artifacts, were important when it came to
understanding the day by day situation of the courses. These included professor feedback,
rubrics, essay prompts, assignment requirements, and other materials that were primarily passed
out by the professor. As an example, one artifact used was an assignment description hand-out
that outlined a presentation that we students had to do in the last few weeks of the semester. It
was examined to understand the expectations the professor had of the class and reflected a
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project that was meant to be independent. As with the other methods of data collection, artifacts
influenced my reflective memos.
Analysis
Data analysis was conducted using a few different methods so that themes and patterns
emerged from the data. The first was a commonly used coding method called open-coding, in
which passages of data are marked in some way (underlined in my case) and assigned a code to
describe what they mean (Emerson, Fretz, & Shaw, 2011). In open-coding, an inductive
approach is used, meaning that codes are not decided a priori. Rather, through line by line
reading of the data, segments of data are chosen and given a code that is then logged in an index
for later reference. For example, one of my codes may be “example of privilege” anytime I
talked about a form of privilege. After the initial open-coding was conducted, domain analyses
were conducted, a method of coding often used in ethnographic research (Spradley, 1979). In
domain analysis, semantic relationships are formed to organize the many ways participants may
view a topic, called a cover term. For example, in coding interview data, “woman” was chosen as
the cover term and analytic points were written based on what the data revealed. A domain (ex:
parts of an area) was selected to establish the focus of the relationship, and included terms
(coming from the data) resulted in the analytic outcome of “Being political is a part of being a
woman.” In this example, “part of being a woman” was the semantic relation (part of) and cover
term (woman, being a woman), with “being political” serving as the included term. Many
worksheets with several types of semantic relationships were written and used in developing the
themes discussed in the findings (Spradley, 1979). Following this, a last cycle of coding was
done to create themes that connected and explained the ways in which data were interacting. For
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example, in looking at the domains and cover terms used in my fieldnotes for class 2 (Thea’s
class), I was able to discover the theme of having to play many different roles in the class. Thus,
a theme of describing the interplay of being an observer, expert, and student was induced from
the data. By looking at and connecting all of the domain analysis worksheets, I was able to create
themes that covered many different aspects of my social situations, and the experiences of my
interviewees.

CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS
Systemic Power, or Privilege
The findings from the interviews primarily dealt with issues of systemic power, often
referred to as privilege. All my interviewees discussed their views and feelings about oppression
regarding being a woman. The interviews were conducted, except for my interview with Thea,
early in the semester. While I consciously observed my class settings for examples that were
similar to those that my interviewees had talked about, none rose. Due to this, in talking about
systemic power, I focused on two themes that emerged uniquely from my interview data. The
main finding of these interviews center around the sources and forms of oppression that women
face in society and in higher education. All my interviewees were cisgender women that
expressed varying degrees of frustration stemming from men and politics. The other main
finding was a discussion about advice for those who are privileged on how they can be aware of
their impact.
The first major finding that was present in the interviews was that all the interviewees
talked about the sources and forms of oppression women face. While Kari and Julie explicitly
mentioned that they felt oppressed as women in society and in higher education, Rose viewed
higher education as a place that was fair to women and did not advantage men per se, but those
who had a dominant personality. Thea did not feel that she was oppressed by being a woman in
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higher education, mentioning that most students in her experience did not treat her too differently
from her male colleagues.
To start with, all four of my interviewees identified as cisgender women at the time of
the study. Being a cisgender woman means being both biologically female, and identifying as a
woman in terms of gender. As Julie stated, “Being a cis woman is bad. Being a trans woman is
worse. Because you have a way to prove your womanhood over and over and over,” she
expresses an understanding that her being cisgender is difficult, but she does not presume to
know the experiences of a transwoman. Because I did not interview any transgender women, the
experiences that my interviewees face are all within the context of being cisgender. That said,
there were many details about being a cisgender woman that my interviewees expressed. The
main source of oppression my interviewees faced came from men, particularly those in a position
of power. As Julie talked about at the beginning of her interview,
So the current political situation has made me as a woman feel a lot more
uncomfortable…there’s been a photograph circulating of a White House committee
meeting…of lawmakers discussing maternal health and maternal health care. And it’s a
photograph consisting only of men, and primarily older men…and it’s one of the most
frustrating images I have encountered…
Julie, who is active in politics and women’s rights, expressed throughout her interview that men
are the oppressors of women, particularly in politics and other positions of power. For her, a
large amount of her uncomfortableness and oppression comes from experiences with men
personally as well as watching the political climate change. Kari, a black woman who was raised
in a family that emphasized womanhood, expressed similar concerns about men in positions of
power and male privilege in general:
Then again, I’m not in a situation of power, my job is singular. I have these directors,
white men, above who are saying, “you need to this and you need to that”…and that’s
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another thing, people think that because I am a black woman, that my strength means that
I should be able to pivot upon anything that you say and that’s not the case. I am a
person, and people have their own feelings, thoughts, and beliefs.
In this quote Kari is talking about a situation at work in which one of her graduate assistants was
offended because she had slipped and mis-gendered them after only knowing them for less than a
month. She felt in this instance that she was being oppressed as a woman because both the
student and her directors were asserting male privilege and having unrealistic standards. As she
stated, there is a stereotype of black women that they should be able to “pivot,” meaning quickly
turn and change in position, on an issue or in their language. Instead, she argued that getting used
to changes in gendered language takes time and that when men in positions of power assert their
privilege over her, she is being oppressed.
From a distinct perspective, Rose did not view the men in positions of power in her
settings as particularly oppressive, more so being a dominant personality. In talking about
someone we both knew, who I viewed as using male privilege to dominate discussion, Rose said
this:
Well, I think that he knows that about me now [that she is an introvert]. I think also it’s
just his personality style. He’s more extroverted and he’s a little more of a dominant
personality…they definitely have an advantage in a lot of venues.
Rose expressed multiple times throughout the interview that her relationship to the person in
power in her setting was dominant in personality, but that she didn’t mind it. She considered
herself to be more reserved and introverted, and that the person we had been discussing had been
an excellent mentor. The person we had been discussing was in a significant position of power,
one that had been earned according to Rose. Unlike Julie and Kari, as well as Thea, Rose saw
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those in positions of power as having earned it, at least in higher education. Her concerns were
not about privilege according to sex or race, instead on a favored personality type.
Much like my other interviewees, Thea was straight-forward with her views on being a woman
in higher education and society. When I started my interview with her, I asked what are the most
important identities for her.
Interviewer: Alrighty, so we have woman, wife, researcher, and teacher
Thea: Well, I wrote down mom and wife first because my family is more important to me
than my job…and woman, it’s a label that’s not as important to me as it is to some other
women in that I don’t feel like my female-ness places the same boundaries and
restrictions on me that it does a lot of other people…but I put it down because…it’s sort
of a gesture of solidarity
For Thea, family is the most important aspect of her life, although she does enjoy her job as a
researcher and teacher. Being a woman in most spaces, she felt, was not a hindrance. By stating
that “it’s a label that’s not as important to me as it is to some other women” she was
acknowledging that she was aware that for some women, like Kari and Julie, being a woman is
difficult and is a strong part of their identities. She also identified why she does not identify as a
woman as strongly because it has not placed the “same boundaries and restrictions” on her in the
spaces that she has occupied. To add to that though, she mentioned that she does recognize why
women identify strongly and that she felt the need to show a “gesture of solidarity.” While she
does not identify with being a woman as strongly as others, she does recognize the systemic
issues that women can face.
These examples from my interviewees illustrate an important relationship between
men in positions of power and women. For two of my interviewees, Julie and Kari, they viewed
them as oppressive and being historically and politically based. Women do not possess a
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privilege that men do, and they are aware of it and the way it plays out in their settings. Julie
talked extensively about the political climate of the U.S. as a new administration (Trump/Pence,
2017) took office and began to attack women’s rights and resources. Rose saw herself as being
disadvantaged in academia because she is introverted and reserved. She viewed those who are
extroverted and dominant personalities as being able to have “repeated exposure” that makes
them seem credible early on. For Thea, the issue of men in positions of power never emerged
during the interview, only mentioning that she had been politically active at the women’s march.
The second main source of oppression that my interviewees as women faced came
from the politics of both higher education and the U.S. political climate at the time. As one of my
interviewees, Julie, described it:
Reproductive rights are important…but that’s not all that it’s about. In some ways, the
continuance of the current trend in the political climate, with getting rid of women’s
healthcare, with getting rid of even simple things, like cutting funds for free lunches for
children at school, disproportionately affects single mothers, disproportionately affects
lower income families, and will start affecting women faster because there’s still a lot of
societal expectation that the woman is the person who helps prepare the meals. Who
takes care of children
While talking about her identity as a cisgender woman in the time of uncertainty, in response to a
new, anti-woman federal government administration, she talked about the many different
consequences of politics interfering with women’s lives. While reproductive rights were talked
about later, in this moment she was concerned with helping me understand how the system of
oppression she lives in was created and sustained through politics. She made it explicit how
something as simple as free lunches has helped children who are raised by single mothers stay
fed, but that it was receiving cuts in funding. This not only hurts the child, but also women
overall because they are expected to provide. Due to not only being a parent but also the societal
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bias that women deal with domestic duties such as food and childcare, the cutting of free lunches
hurts women indirectly. She also connected these issues to being a person of low-income, which
burdens women even more. Again, most of these issues were connected to an administration that
was predominately run by men.
Kari talked about politics in terms of the politics and use of spaces in higher
education, specifically regarding her identity as a woman colliding with LGBTQ+ rights. In the
past, the university had a center, a space specifically dedicated for women. As she describes it, it
was a place for women to meet, share stories and knowledge, and be safe. However, due to an
increase in awareness of LGBTQ+ issues, the two spaces combined into one. While she is an ally
for LGBTQ+ rights, she expressed that what in theory is true, the way the world treats her is not:
I believe in women’s rights and I believe in equality and fairness. But, what I have seen is
systematically watering down women based on this idea of gender in a
continuum…gender is not in a continuum for me. When I walk in a room, people look at
me and say that you’re a woman and they are going to make certain decisions…they care
about the oppression and the rub is…we are so quick to just lump stuff together…the
problem is, we lost the woman.
There were important distinctions being made that I had to follow-up on to make sense of. First,
she is not claiming that gender is not on a continuum, simply that for her it is not and she is not
treated as such. When someone is looking at her and oppressing her for being a woman, they do
not care. While gender may be expressed along a continuum, for her and her experiences, people
will discriminate against her for being a woman, ignoring whatever she identifies as. Her main
concern and frustration is not with transgender people or with LGBTQ+ spaces at the university,
but instead with the idea that they should be lumped in with women’s resources and rights. This
was an instance where she felt that identity politics, in the attempt to save money and include
LGBTQ+ spaces, had inadvertently further oppressed women at a local level.
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Rose did not express any political opinions or points of disagreement with the politics
of her current position at the university. When I asked if she thinks she may be treated differently
because of being a woman she said:
I actually have not encountered that here. I have encountered that in the business world,
definitely. But, no, I think here at least at [the university], I don’t know if I could speak
for every college or university. No, I don’t feel like I get looked at any differently ‘cause
I’m female.
For Rose, academia provided an environment where she was treated fairly and her strengths of
being able to effectively write and conduct research were valued. While we did not discuss her
time working in the business world, she did go into detail about how she came from working in
the business world to working for the university that eventually led to her pursuing her master’s
and doctoral degree in the same department she now works for. To add to this though, Rose and I
had a lengthy conversation about someone we both worked with that I described as being an
interrupter, and using a lot of white, male privilege. He is known for his tangents in which he
will derail the conversation or simply take over to discuss his ideas, often talking over others.
When I asked about this, and mentioned that I felt like it was an issue of abuse of position, Rose
explained that “I think he feels a responsibility to lead and I think he likes to talk. I don’t think
it’s so much as a power thing as it’s just a, like a conscious power thing anyway.” For her, this
wasn’t the politics of the team or had anything to do with privilege, but a responsibility.
Thea talked briefly about her political activism that she had done since the
Trump/Pence administration had been in the White House.
The Women’s March in January, I don’t- I accept the results of the election, and so I was
like, “what is the protest doing?”…the reason I ended up going was just to fight a feeling
of helplessness…being surrounded by people on that day made me feel less hopeless
about the situation.
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Thea discussed briefly before this quote that in her household political issues and activism are
dealt with carefully and are well thought out. As she stated, she wasn’t sure what the point of the
protest was since the election had been over for nearly two months at that point, and any recounts
had been dealt with. She decided to become involved in the Women’s March, as well as the
Science March (later in the semester), because she wanted to feel as if she had done something.
The new political climate when the Trump/Pence administration was put in office caused Thea to
feel “helpless.” While she did not directly link her feelings of helplessness to feeling oppressed
as a woman, there was an emphasis on how politics affected her life.
The two main forms of oppression that my interviewees faced as women came from
men and from politics. This was an important topic for Kari and Julie, expressing many times the
systemic problems that women face both in society at large and in their institutions of higher
education. For Rose, being a woman in academia was a positive experience overall and attributed
her complications on being an introvert. For Thea, being a woman in higher education was not an
issue since a competitive culture as an academic was placed on everyone.
The last main finding from these interviews was advice on how to navigate higher
education and society as a privileged person. One of the last questions of each interview was a
variation on what advantages I may have as a white male, or a general question about what
advice the interviewee would give to a privileged person. This question was designed as a way
for me to reflect deeply on the interviews, and was central to my autoethnographic design.
Kari, speaking to me about my whiteness and being a male expressed the need to be
reflective before speaking, but also not being afraid to ask questions:
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I would say my advice would be not to impose, and not to assume. It’s better to ask. And
maybe ever more, sometimes it’s better to just sit in it, and learn, and don’t be afraid to
act on someone’s behalf. Because not acting shows something else.
Kari’s advice is rooted in understanding knowledge should not be imposed on others, and that
assumptions is often what leads to misunderstanding and oppression. Additionally, those who are
privileged need to be willing to use their power to help those who may need it. When I asked her
to elaborate what she meant by “sit in it” she added:
Yeah, because I think people react before the just sit in it…just let it marinate…think it
through… and I think people with privilege, especially need to have reflection because in
privilege, it’s so easy to do what is best for you…when you’re in an oppressive state, it is
so hard to do what is best for you…sit in it really just means reflect.
Kari was talking about some experiences in which people who are privileged assumed the
reasons behind her actions and attitudes, and so her main piece of advice was that those who are
privileged in a setting need to stop and reflect before reacting. By thinking it through, as well as
asking questions, privileged people may gain a better understanding of the circumstances and
reasons for someone in an oppressed state to act a certain way. Having interviewed Kari multiple
times in the past as well as having conversations with her outside of the formal interview
settings, it is also important for her that those who are privileged to be an ally if possible. Acting
on someone’s behalf, especially in spaces where they are not allowed to advocate for themselves,
is important.
Similarly, Julie plainly stated the need for those who are privileged to listen. In asking
her for advice she said:
Fucking listen and don’t listen to understand. Don’t listen to try and fix. Even to try and
fix yourself. Listen to people who are having difficulties and hear them…even just
recognizing that there are millions of people out there who will have experiences that I
will never have. It’s so hard because we’re so socialized to try and relate to something
and to try and find a connection with someone about something that they had happen to
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them…We aren’t taught to listen. We aren’t taught to hear…we are taught to listen to
reply and a lot of times you don’t need to.
For Julie, those who are privileged need to break the typical pattern of listening and responding
without caring. She goes on to talk about the normal practice of someone asking how you are,
you saying ‘okay’ and ‘how about you’, and then them responding the same. For her it is
artificial, and the same happens in conversations with those who are privileged. The best
response is to listen to hear, meaning that the person internalizes and validates the struggles of
those who are oppressed. There are not easy ways to fix systemic problems, and so listening to
act, even in a small way, is not effective or desired for her. Instead, listening to truly understand
and break the socialization of artificial interaction is what privileged people should do.
When I asked Rose how someone deals with a dominant personality (I identified the
person we’re talking about as privileged), her advice was simple. “Really, interrupting him
would probably be the best way to do it…I have seen…[others] interrupt and head him off.”
When dealing with a dominant personality, one that I found to be frustrating due his constant
interrupting and derailing of conversation, Rose simply suggested that since I should interrupt
and redirect the conversation back to the task. When I asked her later in the interview about what
her ideal situation would look like to understand the power dynamics she thinks are ideal, she
said:
I really like collaborative dialogue…I think having someone running it at a looser, higher
level, like a checkpoint is good but I like the like “Here’s the problem we have. All right
go…and then coming back and negotiating.
While not directly related to the finding of how privileged people can better understand their
impact, it does illustrate one potential way to fundamentally change the power dynamic in
relation to how it was being done. In her view, having an open-ended, but focused group would
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be ideal. The dynamic would not be a traditional structure where the boss directs everything and
assigns tasks, but instead allows for collaboration and the boss serves as a person to check in
with when needed. Negotiations would need to take place on how to move the project forward,
and many voices that may not agree are needed.
Lastly, for Thea I did not ask her advice for people with privilege since my interview
with her was not as directed towards those issues. Instead, I asked her what advice she would
give me, as a graduate student, as I move through the rest of my graduate school years and into
my career. She turned the question back on me by asking if I wanted to be successful, or happy
in my career and life. I had to pause second until I finally said:
Interviewer: I want to- that’s a really good question, damn. I want to be known for being
a good educator….
Thea: That is not a thing you can be known for. [she laughs]…there’s not a journal of
how much your students respect you or value the educations they receive from you. So
you wanna be happy.
Interviewer: Yeah. I guess. I want to make a difference in people’s lives. That sounds so
cheesy….
Thea: Yeah. Well gosh, who doesn’t?...
I had never thought about the question of happy versus successful, I had assumed that one fed
into the other. When Thea asked me this, I was not sure how to respond. However, I responded
with a typical, but truthful line I always say when people ask me about my career. My focus had
always been on becoming an excellent educator. Thea responded that there was no journal for
that thus indicating that in academia, being a well-liked educator is not enough to be successful.
She was referring to, as we had talked earlier in the interview, about the system of higher
education where research had increasingly become even more a prominent feature of academic
jobs. Thus, she concluded that my main goal was to be happy in my career. I further explained it
by using a cliché of “I want to make a difference in people’s lives.” In saying this, I was
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expressing my ideas of what it means to be in academia, to change the world in a positive way.
Her advice was not aimed at privilege or power, but instead was through a simple validation and
support of my ideas and goals as a person. While not included in the quote, there was discussion
about how higher education may be changing, but also about other careers that I could consider
that would allow me to happy as well. In the end, this is emblematic of what it means to use
power and privilege in a positive way. As Julie said, just listen to the oppressed person, and
acknowledge there are differences in experiences. Kari voiced her view that reflection, and then
possibly action, are needed. Rose, while not talking directly about how to examine and
understand privilege, did hint at the idea of making slight changes and act at a local level. Given
the power, she would create and facilitate a team that is driven by inquiry and collaboration.
While she did not express any dislike towards traditional, top down driven team structures, she
did state that it is not how she would lead. Given all of this, the idea that I took from my
interviewees of using privilege and power in a positive way centered around making personal
changes to myself in small situations. This could be as simple as listening, “let it marinate”
before speaking and then perhaps acting, or when given the opportunity and power, to change
what I have seen modeled in the past.
Issues of systemic power, also referred to as privilege, are clearly varied and complex.
Julie and Kari have studied some literature on the concepts and often think about them, as
evidenced in their responses. For them, privilege is a prevailing issue that changes their day to
day interactions, relationships with colleagues, and their passions. For Thea and Rose, privilege
is not something that is important to their everyday lives, and they discussed issues more relating
to other aspects of their lives. In particular, Rose saw her introversion as the issue that prevents
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her from having a strong presence in the spaces she occupies. For Thea, she did know that some
women see their womanhood as a restricting part of their lives, but she did not focus on it as
much as her family. Despite this, all four of them could identify men in positions of power that
could have a negative impact on their lives, whether it be at a local level or a national level.
Voice, Expertise, and Identity
In examining both classrooms, there were many issues that arose due to concerns about
voice and expertise. By voice I mean those times when I questioned who had the power,
position, and right to speak at a time and place. As evidenced in both classes, there were times
when I felt silenced by others. Alternatively, there were other times when I was actively asked to
use my expertise and voice to contribute to the discussion of the class. It was quite common to
feel my voice as a student was being silenced in Stan’s class, but it did occur in Thea’s class as
well.
Stan led a lecture once a week and made sure everything went through him for discussion
days, effectively negating chances of active voice. While this is not an unusual set-up for a class,
it was an impediment to discussion and personally frustrating for me. Often during discussions,
which were supposed to be student-led and required class participation, Stan had a habit of
interrupting someone and talking about his own views, experiences, and research. While many
did not show visual responses, this often led me to become frustrated and not speak up in
discussions or ask questions in general. Later in the semester when Stan was concerned with not
enough people participating in the discussions, I had to resist telling him that his modeling of the
discussions may have caused student silence. A fundamental part of a shared or balanced power
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dynamic for me was the ability for students to speak in class. Much like Freire described,
dialogue served as a way to break down an unbalanced power dynamic.
The first day I observed class was February 15th, a Wednesday discussion day a few
weeks after the beginning of the semester. It went much like previous student-led discussion
days went, by the presenting student(s) going over one slide, Stan adding to it or interrupting,
and then moving onto the next slide to repeat it. I noted this early on in my observations, saying:
As they’re talking, it’s like the first or second slide, and Stan interrupts during this
presentation to elaborate on some points. Nobody is talking and nobody is really
reacting… the presenters actually…started asking him some questions. And I’m like
“Really? This is your presentation, you should’ve presented or prepared better.” So even
though they’re supposed to be in the lead, they still see themselves as students perhaps.
(Fieldnote, Feb. 15th)
During this class day, there were several instances like the one described in the quote. Even
though, if like with my group, Stan had approved the presentation slides before and had had
extensive conversations about the readings with the presenters, he still felt the need to add more.
The interrupting and elaboration that Stan continued to do showed that the power dynamic was
not that different on discussion days, despite the fact that students were supposed to be leading.
He still felt responsible to convey knowledge to the class by direct instruction. Nobody was
reacting to what he was saying as he was talking, despite him turning around in his seat and
addressing the class. When the presenters decided to ask him questions about what he had talked
about, I was frustrated. Discussion days were an opportunity for students to try and be in power
and lead a class, but it often turned into a question and answer session with Stan. My reaction
about the presenters not being better prepared was not founded as I continued to observe and
went through the process of leading the class myself. Lastly, this frustration was furthered by my
identity as an outsider, and not viewing myself as a student. I viewed myself as an outsider
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primarily due to the class being outside of my college and field of study. Additionally, I did not
view myself as a student, instead as a developing professional. This was due to Stan often
talking about graduate school and his class being professional development, which I internalized
since I already had a similar view prior to taking his class. Nevertheless, I had to consider the
possibility that I viewed myself in his class as a professional who is trying to develop additional
knowledge, while others may have viewed it as just another class. This was complicated by
outsider status in that I was not familiar with how classes were typically conducted in the
department, which was not in my own.
After the student leaders got through their presentation they had a slide outlining the
themes that emerged from the Blackboard discussions. They took those themes and broke them
down into questions for discussion, often pulling directly from posts to the discussion board.
When they ask the first question, a familiar occurrence happens;
[the student presenter] starts asking a question, which is like, “How do you apply the
testing effect to educational experiences?”…Stan stops her and says “Okay, good
question, but maybe we should back-pedal and think what are the barriers that prevent
this?”…I would let students respond to that initial question and then go in for the nittygritty. You can’t automatically start with talking about the assumptions of
something…And so let that [discussion] naturally [occur], and then get into the nittygritty once everybody is speaking. And at the end he was like, “I hope more people speak
up.” It’s like, oh my god. Next time maybe you won’t interrupt. (Fieldnote, Feb. 15th)
In this interaction between Stan, the presenter, and the whole class, Stan was asserting power and
silencing students by taking over the conversation immediately instead of waiting some time to
see if anyone had an initial reaction to the question. Instead of it being a student driven
discussion, it was being directed in the way he wanted it. Due to personal preference and my
preferred teaching style, it was frustrating to be a student in this situation. When Stan decided to
take control of the class discussion again, it shut down the opportunity for discussion to take
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place. The discussion themes and the questions about them came from student discussion board
postings, so Stan knew there were students interested in the question and they may have had an
answer. In thinking about my own teaching style, I noted that I am comfortable with letting a
question linger for a minute, hoping a student will offer an answer. This was reflective of my
own ideals about a classroom power dynamic. Stan seemed to lack an understanding of why no
one spoke up when, causing me to observe that “next time maybe you won’t interrupt.”
Interrupting and derailing conversations was a common way that students were silenced literally
and figuratively. Changing the question posed to a group of students only moment after a broad
question was asked caused silence or one sentence answers.
In contrast, in Thea’s class I was quickly thrown into distinct roles that I was familiar
with, but this also dictated my own ability to self-determine my voice. I had taken Thea’s class
due to a graduation requirement, but was also observing the class, meaning that I was both a
student and an observer in the class. My role as observer was further complicated by the fact that
due to my background and training in qualitative research, as well as general interest in research
methodologies. I was labeled early on as “the qualitative expert,” partially due to sharing with
the class that it was my main interest and that I was completing a certificate in qualitative
methodologies. Thea and I often talked about the differences in perspective and approaches since
she came from a background in quantitative methodologies. In the beginning of the semester I
favored my own method and was easily frustrated when what I perceived as challenges came
from people who knew little about qualitative methods. During the first observation of the class I
noted:
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We shifted to a discussion about intros and research questions….so her point was kind of
a structuring and how she liked some structuring versus others…of course, she was all on
a quantitative framework, so there’s that bias, that I know I have. (Fieldnote, Feb. 17th)
At that point in the semester, only a few weeks in, the small groups had already been established.
I was in a group of people who had or were doing qualitative research for their term paper. In the
small group, issues of voice, expertise, and identity were less prevalent though because I was not
asked about basic issues concerning qualitative methods or myself as a student. Small group
discussions were primarily focused on the term paper and talking about personal issues. Only a
paragraph later in the same fieldnote I note that “once I’m a professor, I can’t let that bias
overrun me, ever if I am teaching a qualitative research methods class.” Despite knowing this,
the role as the perceived “qualitative expert” continued to fuel frustration because it made me
feel as if I was teaching, which was not my purpose or expected role in the class.
During the next observation, February 20th, I started talking to the person next to me
about the research I knew he was doing with a professor in the college that I had been helping
with previously. When I asked him about how his interview I was surprised to hear he had only
done a 30-minute interview for his research because it seemed short, to which he was a bit
surprised.
He only had a 30-minute interview, only because that’s as long as they could do it for.
That’s what the teacher had available…I [said] “well that’s kind of really short for an
adult interview….60 to 90 minutes is kind of the standard.” He got big-eyed and even
though we were moving on to other things in class, he still whispered to me, like, “God,
60 minutes. That’s so long.” (Fieldnote, Feb. 20th)
This was an instance where I was being a qualitative expert, but on my own terms, and I was
happy to help and offer some advice to him. After I had learned that the reason his interview was
so short was because the teacher he was interviewing only had 30 minutes, then I was able to
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offer better advice. However, by that time I had already changed his mind about the quality of
his own research and perhaps seemed challenging, which is what I had been experiencing both
classes. I told him to try and set up a follow-up interview if possible and he said that that would
be a good thing to do. In this instance, I chose to identify and divert my attention to being more
of an active participant in the class and use my expertise to help someone. I gave him advice, but
also realized that I may have appeared to be challenging people and their work when I spoke as a
perceived expert. What had frustrated me most about Stan was his interrupting and silencing of
my voice, but I had just as easily done the same. I heard that my peer had only done a 30-minute
interview and deemed it wrong before understanding the entire context. I wondered if being an
expert could lead to silencing others who I did not view as experts.
At this point, I had focused my observations in both classes to understand why I was
becoming as frustrated with the professor’s as I was. In Stan’s class near the end of February, I
began to better understand why and how it was similar in both classes. The discussion day
regarding the same topics as talked about earlier in Stan’s class was well structured, but the
power dynamic did not change. At that point in the semester, while recognizing the need for a
lecture, I started to question why the student discussion leaders needed to have a lecture
component to them.
The presentation is boring, but well done. Honestly, why have a presentation before
discussion? Everyone should have read everything and we should be able to just discuss.
Stan throws out a question [topic] and how it matters…[the student] presenter pointed out
the issue with a results graph that I had pointed out [in the discussion board]. Stan doesn’t
seem to be paying attention, is reading something on his tablet. (Fieldnote, Feb. 22nd)
This observation was interesting because I was able to better understand some of the reasons I
was becoming frustrated with the student-led discussions. The first was that I was often bored by
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lectures and presentations. Especially since I had dedicated a few hours every Sunday night to
reading a chapter of an expensive textbook, followed by reading two to four fairly long articles
only to be told the same information during a lecture. When I started to question the power
dynamic and structure of the class more, I came to the question of the necessity of a presentation
on discussion days. The second reason I was becoming frustrated easily on discussion days was
that they were controlled and led by Stan mostly, thus silencing student voices. The goal of the
discussion days, to my knowledge, was to allow students the opportunity to lead and practice
how to be professional. Stan often stopped presenters mid-slide or thought to “throw out a
question,” questions that often were going to be brought up during the discussion. Lastly, there
were several times, as an example here is given, where Stan would seemingly not be paying
attention to the presenters. Most students in the class did not actually have a laptop out and open
during class, something that surprised me. I always had mine due to needing to take notes, but I
was the exception. Students in the class gave their full attention to the presenters, and seeing the
professor not paying attention gave the impression of being too busy or not caring. As stated in
the syllabus, “I have seen…students each class who...routinely work on non-class related
work…I will penalize the offending student and let the head of their area know so that it can be
recorded in their yearly student evaluation.” I included this to make the point that Stan took
participation and professional conduct as an integral part of the class, only to behave in a way
that would get one of his students penalized. As a student, I found the behavior to be frustrating
because it created a double-standard and exempted the person in power from their own rule.
Earlier that same week I had had a similarly frustrating experience in Thea’s class,
brought on by a combination of having to explain what I saw as basic knowledge regarding
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qualitative research to Thea as well as having to listen to someone I did not like. There was an
opportunity to share with the class an article that I had found for the weekly requirement. Due to
being focused on building my knowledge base of qualitative research, I shared an article I found
using qualitative methodology with the class.
I offered up mine and it was critiqued heavily, mostly by the professor. It wasn’t
critiqued as much by students, it was a lot of sitting there peering at it. They didn’t talk,
‘cause I don’t know if they understand…qualitative is fundamentally different…there
was the questions of “what does meaning-making mean” I was like, “That is literally the
question that they’re [researchers] asking. What are the meaning-making things that these
students are making”…we’re interested in people’s perspectives. (Fieldnote, Feb. 20th)
While I often offered my articles for discussion, since I had them in advance due to my term
paper being essentially done early in the term, this instance was particularly frustrating because I
was trying to juggle the expectations of being a student, but also an expert. I was being assumed
to be an expert in qualitative research since there were only around three people in the class
(myself as one of the three) that had experience with it. Neither one of the other two spoke up
often in class when discussing qualitative research, and thus it often fell to me. Second, I was
trying to be a student, which was the most important because I needed to pass the class in order
to fulfill the requirement. The entry in my fieldnote focused mostly on being a qualitative expert
though, with multiple questions being asked by Thea about the article that were basic and
showed a lack of understanding, from my perspective. This clash of background and perspectives
between myself and Thea was frustrating. One of the highest points of disagreement was in
response to the observation on February 20th when we listened to a short segment of a podcast
with Sam Harris debating with Jordan Peterson about “What is truth?” Essentially, in considering
perceptions of truth that are linked to different approaches to research, Thea played a segment of
their debate.
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I just rolled my eyes and I’m just like, “I don’t wanna do this,” because Sam Harris
is…such an Islamaphobe.” And we listened to it and I cringed the whole time. And then
she asked how- what our reactions were I pretty much laid down. He likes to ignore
culture and context and reduce everything about the “Middle Eastern situation” …[to]
Islam is bad. (Fieldnote, Feb. 20th)
From listening to Thea talk about her research and her perceptions, she seemed to agree that both
Sam Harris and Jordan Peterson had points. However, she seemed to favor Sam Harris and
positivism more. As I wrote in response to this, screaming into my digital voice recorder as I was
driving to the grocery store after class to get ice cream:
Truth claims are for the fucking privileged. You know what else was true with a capital
T? The fact that AIDS was only for poofters, faggots, queers, gay men. Those in power
always claim that they have the Truth on their side. The privileged always rewrite history
and deny the experiences of those oppressed. It’s a fucking privileged stance to say you
know the Truth of someone else’s experiences and the world. (Think-aloud, Feb. 20th)
During both instances, I became less of an observer of the classroom or a student and more of an
observer about the larger power dynamics in the class and society. I had to reflect on, in the
moment of listening to Sam Harris, whether to assert personal power and leave the classroom or
to stay and continue observing the situation. What kept in the classroom was my role as a
qualitative expert. I wanted to see how others were reacting. Was it like my own? What was the
professors taking on the podcast? Despite not wanting to listen to what I considered hate speech,
I was interested in trying to understand what others thought. My role as a student, a student who
was not afraid to call out those in power, was suppressed by social norms. I had considered at
some points throughout the semester of just walking out when the tensions and my frustrations
became too much. However, I had to consider what impact that would have on the classroom
dynamic, Thea’s perceptions of myself, and the larger ramifications of my observations. In this
instance, I chose to wait until class was over and then let my frustrations out. It also allowed for
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reflection of how power often works. Those who claim to have the Truth, an absolute truth,
easily justify oppression. In trying to connect with the podcast segment, I related it to my identity
as a gay man, an identity that was ever present, but rarely emerged in discussions in the
classroom. However, the idea of truth and power connected well in this moment because the
history of my community allowed me to connect with it. AIDS was originally thought to be a gay
man’s disease, often referred to as gay cancer. People in power proclaimed this as truth and
thought it justifiable enough to ignore the crisis. My role as an observer in the classroom became
broader due to this, but my role as a student felt like it had been squashed. In a similar manner, I
was beginning to reach a breaking point in understanding the classroom dynamics of Stan’s class
in a more nuanced way. The discussion day following the lecture previously discussed was not
different from the lecture day though, it was much like past discussion days. The presentation
and discussion that day was particularly frustrating because as Stan interrupted increasingly, I
knew that the discussion time would be cut short as a result.
I note that “clearly Stan is in control here.” After he talks about another minute or two
about the authors research history…he turns his back to the front…the presenter says
“you took the words right out of my mouth,” which is typically true since it’s hard to get
a complete sentence in most of the time…instead of letting the student clarify or asking
the class or simply moving on, he [Stan] has to address the class again…I note that “I no
longer make eye contact with him during this and instead type whatever” indicating that I
will no longer give him the attention when he goes off on tangents. (Fieldnote, March 1st)
I noted that Stan was clearly in control because he had no reserves about interrupting,
interjecting, and changing to focus of the presentation. No one ever told him to stop or that they
were going to address it, the closest incident being when the presenter said that Stan had taken
his words out of his mouth. As I indicated, this was nothing unusual, having been in the class for
over a month and a half at that point. The student presenter had more to say, but Stan said it
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essentially, thus taking away the students’ opportunity to show understanding in the presentation.
The power was heavily concentrated and maintained by Stan and a student’s voice, their ability
to give their perspective, was suppressed. My reaction to this eventually become, as evidenced,
disengagement. I instead listened to what he was saying and wrote it into my observation notes
instead of being more participatory and giving him eye contact. The power dynamic had shifted
back to one like that of the typical Monday lectures where Stan had control of the direction and
content of the class. At the pinnacle of this frustration in Stan’s class was the day that my group
and I had to lead discussion, shortly after spring break ended. During the Monday lecture after
spring break not much happened in terms of frustrating moments. I noted that, “I was noticing
despite being stressed out…the classroom environment was a bit more relaxing than in the past.”
At this point in the semester I was viewing myself more as a part of the class and a student of
Stan’s. This was, however, the week before I had to be a discussion leader. After class on
Wednesday of the week before my group met with him to discuss the readings and how we were
going to change the format a bit. I emailed my group members suggesting that we have a short
(15 minute) presentation, small group discussion (groups of 6-7 students) for 30 minutes, then
classroom discussion for 30 minutes. I wanted to try this due to the lackluster discussions of the
past weeks and to try and encourage students to speak up. I argued that going from small group
discussion, where people must be more engaged due to the smaller amount of people, to the
classroom discussion may help people speak up. For it to work we had to quickly go through the
presentation and Stan was going to have to not interject. When we met with him he listened and
approved the idea, saying that he would limit how much he talked during our presentation. My
group split up the tasks and parts of the presentation. I was given the task of talking about the last
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reading as well as finding the themes for discussion, and leading the discussion. I volunteered to
find the themes and lead the discussion due to my experience working with qualitative data,
which involves finding themes, and my comfort in leading a classroom discussion. In all of the
set up to the presentation, my group had a lot of influence and Stan guided us based on his past
experiences with the content. For what seemed the first time in the class, our voices as students
were being valued and he was willing to tone down his interrupting. Our PowerPoint
presentation was well done and approved by Stan before we presented. On the day of the
presentation and discussion, the plan was not followed, resulting in significant frustration.
Okay, today was frustrating to the Nth degree…After this is the presentation goals…keep
in mind, every slide, and that’s not an exaggeration, Stan interrupts and talks about
something related to the slide…when [group member] mentions [topic], Stan jumps on
the opportunity to talk a bit about it…she is very controlled and just listens to him,
nodding and smiling….I am noticing that [other group member] is getting nervous, as am
I. (Fieldnote, March 29th)
I had anticipated that Stan would forget that he promised not to interject a lot during our
presentation, given that we were on a tight schedule. I started my fieldnote expressing my
frustration, describing it as a numerical value and degree that I could not conceive of. As the
presentation went on I noticed that on every slide Stan was adding commentary or additional
content that my group member would have said in connection to the next slide. We as a group
had met the day before and talked each other through the presentation, so we knew what to
expect. Much like in past student led presentations, Stan “took the words right out of their
mouths.” I clarified that I was not exaggerating, it was every slide. I kept a tally in my notes of
when he was interrupting and what he was saying because it could help shape the way
discussions went. If he brought up a fundamental question it was something that maybe I could
ask the class when I was leading. Impressively though, my group member who talked the most in
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the presentation dealt with him much better than I had. She was professional and thanked him for
his contribution.
I started looking and whispering with my other group member about her slides, trying to
see if we needed to adjust anything to make up for the time lost. She was starting to get nervous
about how I was going to react perhaps. I wondered how she was going to get through all of her
material since she was talking about other readings that she did especially for the presentation.
When she took over the presentation and started to talk about her articles, she didn’t even get a
slide into it and Stan interrupted.
She leans over and whispers “I haven’t even gotten to start yet”…he finally stops talking
and she gets about one sentence into talking and he interrupts her again. I’ve finally had
enough and interrupt him… I said “Stan…Stan, could we move on because we have a lot
to cover and what you’re talking about is one of the themes for discussion. Maybe we can
talk about it there.” A lot of people kind of chuckled/giggled and Stan himself said
something about ya, he needs to just shut up so we can move on. And then, HE JUST
KEPT GOING…I am tired of him not respecting the student presenters who have taken
time out of their schedules to put these presentations and lead the discussions. (Fieldnote,
March 29th)
When my group member whispered to me that she hadn’t even gotten to start talking in depth
about her articles, I decided that I was going to assert some level of power by interrupting. While
I waited for him to interrupt again, I thought of a professional way to address him and decided to
ask him to stop going on tangents, mainly because he kept talking about issues that were
discussion topics. In that moment, I upset what was a well-established power dynamic by saying
to Stan that we needed to move on. I decided that I was going to command time and space for
my group member to speak. The reaction from those in class was some shock, but mostly
laughter because I had broken an unspoken rule by interrupting the authority figure in the class.
They also laughed in response to him admitting that he probably needed to “shut up so we can
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move on.” This was indicative of how Stan often dealt with uncomfortable topics, by turning it
into a joke and laughing. Challenging his authority seemed to make him uncomfortable.
However, to add to the power struggle, he kept going on about his point. Feeling disrespected as
a student came from being interrupted during a presentation that my group and myself had spent
outside class time on. Up to this incident I had felt that I was becoming part of the class more
and more. Despite this incident being frustrating and awkward in the moment, I demonstrated to
Stan that I was going to advocate for my group and myself by interrupting him.
Prior to this incident, in Thea’s class, I had some positive experiences regarding my
identity as a qualitative expert, which was a turning point in the class and I thought my attitude
in general. Around half way through the semester a change in the roles I was playing in the
classroom happened, as did my perceptions of Thea. In early March, a professor from the same
college within the university came to observe the class and professor. We as students had no
prior knowledge of this, but when I walked in I saw her and assumed she was her for
observations as part of assessing our professor. Throughout the class that day there were many
questions pertaining to qualitative methodology, mainly because the instructions for the
individual presentation were passed out. There were guidelines for the presentation and each
student to picked one method of data collection to give a 15-minute presentation about. There
were many to choose from and we went through most of them since people had questions about
it. The observing professor was also a qualitative researcher and so I had less pressure to answer
any questions about methods.
Somebody asked what, “What are personal constructs?” which is weird, I had never
heard of it, this visual display thing that people do. Somebody asked what artifacts
were…Somebody asked about eco-cultural interviews where I had no idea, [but] the
observing professor had an idea [of them]. (Fieldnote, Feb. 6th)
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During this class, there were many questions asked about the observing professors’ research and
expertise, which made me rethink my assumptions about how I was being perceived. They were
showing her respect for her expertise and viewpoints. At the same time, she allowed me to speak
about my research, and commented as being more inductive than hers. Class that day allowed me
to more fully step into the roles of qualitative expert in a relaxed way because I did not have to
worry as much about being a student. I knew that when I added something to the conversation
that the observing professor would agree, but also expand on my ideas which allowed me to have
a voice in the class but also learn something. I felt less like a student in the situation, but more as
a colleague and researcher. There was also a moment of clarification when Thea, the observing
professor, and to some extent myself were trying to help someone in the class figure out how her
research falls in line with quantitative or qualitative.
Again, we’re trying to sort out how exactly her methodology might end up because it’s in
the very beginning phases and I totally understand what she was going through…it’s a
very confusing process of “These are the questions I want.” I was lucky in that I have a
very solid foundation in research methodology and I chose my methodology and found a
topic that fit it. (Fieldnote, March 6th)
In this observation, I realized a few important defining features of the culture of this course. The
first was that my role as qualitative expert and student were not as separable as I would like
them, and that as a qualitative expert it was my role to serve as an educator and not a defender of
my personal research. Up until this point I was defensive of any questions regarding qualitative
research and felt the need to defend it against misunderstanding. Instead, seeing the collaborative
effort of everyone in class that day helping the one person who was thoroughly confused made
me realize that collaboration was the power dynamic most present in the class. While I had
focused on Thea as a professor and setter of the dynamic, at this point it became clear that
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everyone was comfortable enough to help each other in a respectful way. Second, during most
the class that day Thea did not talk unless necessary. While some of it may be that she was being
observed, there were ample opportunities for her to add to the discussion but she instead let the
class ask questions and answer them. As a class, we were able to help the student who was
confused and moved on to asking the observing professor about her own research. Third, I
remembered back to when I was in the phase of writing that the student was, completely stumped
about what I was going to do in terms of methodology and what exactly I wanted to research.
However, I had a good background in different research methodologies and thus I was able to
finish my term paper in a short amount of time. In observing this I was reminded that most of the
people in this class viewed themselves as students and had a purpose for taking this class
whereas I often viewed it as a requirement that was burdening me. Even though I was observing
it for research, I often was not excited to go to class every week. In helping the struggling student
work through her difficulties with her project I realized the perspective of those who are not
experts or as confident as I am.
In discussing conflicting views that can often emerge during qualitative research
someone asked about lying and giving attention to those who have extreme views.
Then [person in class] brought up “what about legitimizing those divergent voices” cause
we all have biases where we’re gonna read this big excerpt, right? The fear that people
are gonna read…20 people saying this, but one person says the opposite…the readers are
gonna gravitate more towards that divergent thing if it agrees with [their beliefs].
(Fieldnote, March 6th)
In this instance, the person was bringing up an excellent point when discussing how qualitative
researchers include other, dissenting voices that may be dangerous to legitimize. In response to
this, since it was directed more so to my personal research I told her that those dissenting or
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different views have to be included and that it is not my responsibility as a researcher to judge
others while I am trying to understand them. In this instance, the only instance of disagreement
that day, I almost slipped back into a defensive mode. I wrote:
So, I understand her point and the way that I responded to it…”I’m sorry, but you are so
misreading what I’m saying.” I was like… “I’m not responsible for the way that you
interpret my interpretations. I’m the one that went out and got all the data…I have to,
ethically, include those divergent voices…I’m so tired of this stuff. We’ve been doing
this every week…It’s like she doesn’t even have a basic understanding of qualitative
research…I should not be giving lectures on qualitative research every single class, but
that’s basically what happens it seems. (Fieldnote, March 6th)
In this moment, I was upset that the class dynamic was shifting back to the old style of myself
being the expert, and having to defend the practices of the methodology. My identity and role as
a qualitative researcher in the class was regressing back to what it was before. However,
following a reflection of the class it was my fault for not being clearer in my responses leading
up this point. In my attempts to clarify and conceal my frustration, I was stern in my response
and forgot to consider ethnographic reflexivity within the setting. My role as a qualitative
researcher and expert overruled my role as a student and I allowed the privilege to dictate my
response. While it was true that I had been answering questions about my research and
qualitative research in general for nearly every week, this class session was a turning point in my
perceptions because it made me realize my own assumptions. When talking about “she doesn’t
even have a basic understand of qualitative research,” it caused me to redefine my roles into ones
that were more educator focused. I started thinking of myself as a qualitative researcher, not an
observer. I further embraced being a qualitative expert within the context and viewed it as an
opportunity to share my experiences and passion with others. My role as a student was still
present, but I used it to try and understand how others may be experiencing the class. This was
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further evidenced later in the semester when talking to Sami in a small group discussion. Due to
waiting on the third group member, we talked about our changing identities as academics and
adults.
I think the most interesting conversation of the night [was] between Sami and I [about]
professional versus personal notions in higher ed….she was like “You know, I appreciate
that stance because a lot of- some professors don’t always respect that power dynamic
that was there…I was struggling…I brought up that in the one lab I’m in every now and
then wants to go out and have beers…I was given a piece of advice by another
professor…”Oh, well, you should just go, it’s a good bonding experience…I should be
able to say no, and that be it. I shouldn’t have to justify it. (Fieldnote, March 27th)
In talking to Sami, I talked about an experience I was struggling with to connect with her and see
what her thoughts were. To me, there was an obvious power struggle between the professor who
gave me advice about going to the bar with the research lab I was a part of and my ability to say
no. In talking to her about this, she agreed that it was a subtle power struggle, one that was not
explicit. In that instance, there seemed to be an unspoken rule about how labs socialize and how
one should go along with it. As I mention later in the fieldnote: “You know, I just don’t like
these things…kind of forced social interaction.” As a student, I felt pressure to conform and give
into someone who had power over me in a way, and Sami agreed that it is not always evident
that professors are aware of the way students react to this. However, my role as a student was
also reinforced and validated by another student, someone who understood power dynamics and
the effect it can have on those who are not in high positions of power. Sami could show me
through a long discussion of these issues that I am not alone in thinking and perceiving my
experiences the way I did, and she suggested new ways to look at being a graduate student.
Having voice, the idea of who had the power, position, and right to speak at a time and
place, was informed in part by the power dynamic present in both classrooms, my role as a
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student, or my role as an expert of qualitative research. When I was forced into roles, thus
denying the autonomy to choose when to use my voice, it often resulted in frustration. The same
frustration emerged when I was denied the chance to speak or other students were interrupted.
The theme of voice being influenced by roles and influencing my reactions is complex and often
inseparable. However, that does not mean that it was always consistent or had a largely negative
impact on my relationship with Stan or Thea.
Evolving Relationships
There were many experiences of voice being used to enhance others and my learning
experiences, as well as many instances when my voice as a student was silenced and I became
frustrated. However, my relationship with Thea and Stan in their respective classes and in
general evolved positively throughout the semester.
Over the course of the semester I was able to better understand Stan and interact with him in a
professional way because it became evident that Stan was passionate about education, and much
like myself, favored examining the nuances and assumptions of an argument. I discovered that
the commonality of Stan controlling the conversation was not always as unwarranted though.
Often in lectures it was required that Stan spend copious amounts of time covering a
foundational theory or perspective that dominated the field. Often he would give what I called
sermons in order to connect content knowledge to educational issues, knowing that a good
amount of the students in the class could relate.
Little sermons happen, trying to connect things a lot using some…examples…He’s trying
to really make a point obvious. He’s in front of everybody, so he’s in front of us cause
we’re all facing the front of the classroom…He moves a lot, he’s expressive, he’s
descriptive, he’s elaborative. (Fieldnote, Feb 20th)
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During lectures, he often became energetic and passionate about the topic, trying to connect it to
relevant personal issues and issues in the field. In lectures, a style of teaching that was banking
model like, the power dynamic seemed necessary. However, while lectures were good for
gaining knowledge in a short time and better understanding Stan as a professor, as a student it
was often boring. The classroom was set up to discourage conversation by having all of the desks
facing the front, making it easier to use a simple banking model of education. By Stan using the
projector and being expressive, he was trying to be engaging, making it apparent in the littler
sermons that he and I shared a common passion and concern for education. His sermons,
complete with expression and a lot of movement and intended to make a point, were an example
of using power to promote positive change. However, they still helped maintain a power
dynamic that was heavily focused on a person of authority. In later February, during one of the
lectures there was an example of how Stan being in control of the class and lecturing benefited
student knowledge and understanding, another essential fact of the theme of the class. The
approach used was important and led to a more open environment for the class.
He has an activity where he asked everybody to give a definition of [concept]…. he asked
people for their definition. I didn’t offer up mine because I was afraid he would criticize
it before I even got through it, which is very common… he asked two or three people. He
talked through, he’s like “You know, I liked this element, you have it being a process”…
(Fieldnote, Feb. 27th)
What was fundamentally different about class this day was the approach used in teaching the
material and engaging students. Stan emphasized that he wanted us to struggle with the material
a bit, thus why discussions were part of the class and why the thought papers were an important
part of assessment. However, we as students were not often asked our thoughts on concepts, or
asked to define them ourselves. The simple task of asking us to define a complex concept aligned
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the lecture with one of the goals of the class, to think critically. This indicated a changing
approach to the power dynamic. I was hesitant to offer my answer due to the face that I was not
able to fully commit to the task while still taking observation notes of the class. I was also
hesitant because in the past when I have tried to explain my answer or ask a question he has cut
me off before I can fully explain my ideas. Although I did not offer my definition, other students
actively did. In addition to seeing a newly involved class, which was a meaningful change in the
dynamic of the class, Stan’s praise and acknowledgement was new. Everyone who offered an
answer added to the definition and he specifically addressed why he thought it was an
appropriate answer, saying which element their answer contributed to overall discussion.
When he asked a follow up question regarding if anyone struggled with the task, he
acknowledged the people who were not sure how to define the concept, again indicating that he
was interested in the engagement of students. Later in the lecture a student asked a question,
which further added to my understanding of him as an educator.
He actually thanked her for asking the question and [said] ‘it’s a good question.” I think
this kinda feeds into pointing out that he really does enjoy teaching and loves teaching
students that are engaged…I think maybe if he would stop lecturing forever, or for a
quick minute, he would probably be happier in class because people like asking
questions, answering questions, and having a more discussion-based class. (Fieldnote,
Feb. 27th)
In building on the success of the question he posed earlier in the class that day, students seemed
to be more willing to ask clarifying questions. When a student asked him, a question concerning
the content of a slide he not only answered it but thanked her for the good question. While the
power dynamic did not change significantly, there was discussion. I noted that his reaction added
another angle for me to explore and understand, one that showed him as more of an educator
than a lecturer. By allowing a conversation between the student and himself, he was sharing
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power and changing the dynamic, becoming more on an educator. In the small interaction of him
answering the question and complimenting the student for asking it, I started to understand the
complexity of the dynamic of the class. Power was often concentrated at the top, with the
professor, but it wasn’t always without change. If students spoke up and asked questions it was
possible to start an open conversation, but without any questions being asked it was difficult to
do so.
Beginning in March the dynamic of the class, and my relationship with Stan, started to
change in a positive way. Instead of using the word controlling to describe him, I began to
distinguish between instances where he was overbearing or excited to the point where he would
unintentionally command the class discussion.
And talking about this, he brings up constructivism and he looks around the class and
asks “has anyone encountered constructivism?” He kind of looks at me or he turns and
finally scans to me and he points and says “Well, yeah, obviously you do because you’re
in ed. psych.”… this may be a piece of evidence that while he may seem harsh in general,
or a controlling personality, when he does connect with people, it’s at an intellectual
level, and it allows for a personal connection. (Fieldnote, March 6th)
At this point in the semester I began to try and analyze the class in a unique way and understand
how Stan connects with students, because up until this point I could not explain why people
tended to shrug off his controlling behavior. When Stan was lecturing one day about a complex
construct related to knowledge building, he talked about different perspectives. While doing this,
he brought up constructivism, a way in which people often build their own meaning into
additional information and learning. Most of the class was not responding when he asked this
question, instead looking as if they were tuning out or lost. When he looked to me though, he
pointed out that of course I would know, a lot of my field uses constructivism as a guiding theory
in research. As I noted, this connection between myself as a student and him as a professor was
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not that personal, instead it was connection through shared knowledge or intellect. As a student, I
felt less of a power imbalance in that moment because he was not trying to simply tell me
information, but instead connecting with me as an intellectual person. This instance of
connection allowed me to better understand that he does try to connect students to the content,
assuming he knows their background. Stan knew that I came from a psychology and educational
psychology background so he could quickly recognize why my hand was raised slightly when he
asked the question. This helped me explain, in a small way, why people largely “shrugged” off
Stan’s tendency to interrupt or control a conversation.
During spring break, I took the opportunity to look over my fieldnotes thus far, not
coding them, but glancing over them to reflect on how my experience in the class had changed. I
wrote a reflective memo about my thoughts on the class and tried to lay out some preliminary
ideas about themes. I noted that the class so far was “typical, mundane” and a lecture type, which
was out of the normal for me. I added that “In this class, I found myself, especially early on,
getting angry in class at the approach being used. The professor would constantly interrupt…” I
was working through my anger and frustration when I decided to reread some of the sources I
had read on ethnography, adding that:
I read one of my methodology books and they warned to write about these things so that
no one in a setting had halos or horns effects going on. By this, the ethnographer (me)
does not rise someone up as an angel, but more important to me, I do not and should not
put devil horns on anyone. It’s perfectly natural to have different pedagogical approaches
and disagreements, but as an ethnographer…I need to keep in mind that I am not done
with data collection…I need to keep myself and my anger in check… (Reflective memo
1, March 13th)
The short reflection I wrote during spring break allowed me an opportunity to lay out the
reasoning behind my emotions and then compare it to what others had experienced and advised.
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In autoethnography, it was common to talk and lead with descriptions of the author dealing with
difficult people or situations. However, many of them explained it in terms of privilege and
oppression, which I was not. My experiences were based on an unfair power dynamic that may
have been similar to oppression, but it was important to realize that it should not affect the way I
view people in an extreme way. I had, early in the term, viewed Stan as being the embodiment of
white, straight, male privilege and was allowing that to be enough of an explanation. This caused
me to metaphorically put devil horns on him and view him as if there was something inherently
bad about his teaching style and personality. By doing so, I was narrowed my observation focus.
However, I acknowledged that I needed to keep myself calm and wait to make any conclusions
about Stan in a general sense. By acknowledging that it was okay to have differences of opinion,
I was able to separate my opinions and my duties as an ethnographer. My views were changed by
the few instances where I saw his passion for education.
However…he does have strong education beliefs, most of which I agree with. He cares
about student learning with a passion that is equal to mine I discovered, but his approach
to the power dynamic is so counter to what I have experienced since high school. As a
graduate student, I view myself as an academic in training and so I have strong beliefs on
how classrooms and classroom dynamics should be (Reflection memo 1, March 13th)
It became increasingly apparent as I wrote the reflective memo that the root of my frustration
was twofold. The first was that I felt I was being treated like a high school student when I viewed
myself as being beyond the point of learning by lecture. As with the discussion about the last
fieldnote, intellectual connection was what I valued, and Stan seemed to as well. In sitting in a
lecture, I was being denied the connection and respect that comes with a discussion based
classroom where everyone is responsible for contributing knowledge and information. Coming
from a different college at the university, and a department where most of the classes I had taken
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were discussion based and mainly student led, it was difficult to adjust. Second, and more
importantly though, I was passionate about my educational views and experiences, to the point
where my strong beliefs about how a classroom should function were interfering with my ability
to observe in an open way. This prevented me from passively sitting in class and being glad to
listen to a lecture. While I did not interrupt others due to excitement or disagreement, there were
times I felt the urge to due to the degree of which I am passionate about education.
However, during my last observations of the class Stan behaved in much the same way,
showing that despite interrupting and controlling the discussion days, he was concerned for our
development and success as students.
In this class students are supposed to submit discussion board questions on Mondays
before class. After three missed postings, your final letter grade is dropped by one letter
grade…he is giving everyone the chance to catch up on them by the 19th to receive full
credit….I think it is important to note that while I do not agree with his methods of
teaching, he does have the greatest of respect for his students and their growth. However,
as Freire may say, it is still situated in an unfair power dynamic. (Fieldnote, April 12th
and 17th)
During the last two observations, I did define the theme I have talked about thus far. Despite
there being rules, Stan was willing to change them to allow students an opportunity to succeed in
his class because he recognized that his class is not the only responsibility in their lives. He gave
everyone one week to complete any missing discussion board posts despite it being a burden to
him to do so. This indicated to me that, much like the way he described the thought papers, he
wanted to see us develop as learners and professionals and allowing a second chance to students
was his was of supporting them. The opportunity was a gesture that solidified that while I did not
favor his teaching style or the power dynamic set, it was still possible for him to be an effective
and caring educator. In the last few next weeks after my last observation I received feedback on
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my term paper and second thought paper that was written in way to encourage development as
well as give advice about the future.
When you are making a case for a study…researchers need to have a certain level of
precision in discussing core constructs. But, I see great potential in this aspect of your
career. (Artifact: Feedback on term paper for class 1)
I always have some variant of a question of this nature on my final for this class, and it is
rarely a question chosen. It’s hard to think big picture. I’m always pleased when this is
chosen. (Artifact: Exam grade and feedback for class 1)
In both forms of feedback there was an emphasis on acknowledging areas for growth. For the
feedback on term paper for class 1 he started by addressing his main confusion and concern for
the paper. Using his expertise, he gave specific feedback about how precision must be used in
research when discussing concepts that are at the center of the study, something that I did not
make clear. This was followed by a comment about my professional development, which was
how he viewed his class. In the feedback for my exam he gave small amounts of feedback for
each of the criteria, but they were all positive. He was pleased that I chose to address the difficult
prompt. In the end, this feedback represented what our relationship had become, one that was
more respectful of differing styles and opinions.
As for my relationship with Thea, not much changed because my relationship with her
was not the same as with Stan. My main frustrations with her class was being labeled the
qualitative expert and denied the role of student, so when those issues were resolved the
relationship was bettered. However, there was a pinnacle of this change near the end of the
semester when I have to do an individual methods presentation. This was a fundamentally
different observation because I was going to be presenting and could not take notes, and there
were two other presentations to observe.
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I go next, and this is a doozy. I am presenting on [topic]…I get to the first slide, explain
what [concept] is, and the professor asks a question….one issue that a student brought up,
and the professor has brought this up several times, is what about accountability or
uncomfortableness…I talked about the uncomfortableness that can come from examining
a social situation and having to write about it. (Fieldnote, April 17th).
In this moment, I was calm and collected, expecting these kinds of questions. While the
professor asked many questions, and had asked about accountability before, I perceived it
differently. I answered the questions with personal experience and viewed myself as a researcher
who was disseminating content. As a student, this was my opportunity to have a bit more power
and teach the class about something I had learned on my own. It was a shift in the power
dynamic as a graduate student to be given the opportunity to lead for a short bit. My role as
qualitative researcher and expert as an opportunity to educate was reinforced by the presentation
as well. It allowed me to experience the pressures and excitement of being in a position of
power, or at least as a person who has the knowledge about the topic.
The previous power dynamic, which was highly influenced by my perceptions and reactions to
the roles that I perceived to be forced on me changed. By the end of the semester I felt that I had
not only succeeded in the class, but also learned how to be a better person and academic. The
style of the class had always been open discussion, both in large and small groups, but until
about half way through the power dynamic was causing frustration. This was partly due to my
own perceptions and attitude, but also due to the clashing of the roles I was trying to fill. After
reflection and watching how the entire class became a learning community, I was able to change
the way I understood and influenced the power dynamic of the class.
My relationship with both Stan and Thea, by the end of the semester, had improved and
most of the issues that were causing my frustration had been resolved. With Stan, it took more
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time and I had to not only realize that his passion for education was how we connected, but I had
to step back from the field and my own perceptions for a brief time. To reinforce this, near the
end of the semester I received several pieces of feedback on assignments that were positive and
seemed more like mentoring advice than normal feedback. Similarly, Thea in the beginning of
the term seemed to question my research a lot, as discussed in the previous findings section. As
the semester progressed though, in particular the day that she was being observed by another
professor, I was able to step back and better understand the reasons for my frustrations and how
to change for the better. By the end of the semester I could give a presentation comfortably and
even interview Thea. Issues of power dynamics, privilege, voice, identity, expertise, and
evolution of relationships all emerged from the data. While separated and distinct in discussion
and theme, the issues easily relate to one another and should understood as such. My relationship
with Stan did not pivot due to my one reflection over spring break, but instead on the constant
fluctuations in class observations where he would hint at his passion for education but also
interrupt students. These issues are complex and vary from person to person and observation to
observation.

CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION
There is talk in both U.S. society at large, and in institutions of higher education about
power, privilege, and educational issues of the 21st century (Robinson & Clardy, 2010). While
power dynamics and privilege at a variety of levels of education have been investigated as
evidenced in the literature review, there is a lack of understanding of these phenomena from the
perspective of graduate students. In this study I explored my perspective, as well as a few other
graduate students’ perspectives on these phenomena. Using intersectionality and critical
pedagogy as theoretical frameworks to understand how systems and agents of power work, I
could better understand how power and privilege are created, maintained, and challenged in
higher education.
Intended Audiences
Professors, and even graduate students such as myself who are being acculturated into
higher education, are the main audience for this research because they play a significant role in
the everyday interactions with students. As evidenced in all the forms of data, power and
privilege can be asserted every day, and multiple times in one class setting. When interacting
with students, professors need to be primarily aware of two forms of power that can impact the
classroom dynamic. The first is the impact that their voice, literally and figuratively, can have on
the power dynamic in interactions. In a literal sense, a professor who talks over students,
interrupts, or simply does not allow a student time to fully explain their thoughts can be
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perceived as asserting power in a negative way. As Julie said about those who are privileged, and
thus have systemic power, “Fucking listen…don’t listen and try to fix.” In talking about her
experience with people with privilege as well as professors she has dealt with in the past, her
message for me was easy to understand, but is hard to follow through. Similarly, professors may
struggle to simply listen, especially if a student is being critical. When students take the time and
effort to raise concerns about how they may feel they are being silenced by others, listen. Not to
understand, not to fix it, not to reply, simply listen. Kari and Julie both described instances where
those who rank above them in their varied positions asserted too much power. In both instances,
the higher-ranking official was a white male, and they described these people as asserting male
privilege. For the person that Rose and I discussed, this was viewed as leadership. The
implication from these instances is that students are aware of, and generally are negatively
affected when someone uses their position of power to advance themselves and their goals. For
professors, this could be easy to do given the pressures of academia. Instead, as my interviewees
suggested, listening to and understanding those who are not as privileged is an important goal.
The goal of this research was to inform educational practice, and discussing a more nuanced
approach to understanding the complexities of the oppression women face, and how to respond,
is an important implication.
In a figurative sense, a professors’ voice serves as an authority figure who can also be a
mentor or advocate. Speaking up on behalf of a student in spaces they cannot advocate for
themselves is important to their success sometimes. This can be accomplished by listening in the
first place and deciding how and when a professor needs to advocate for a student, or give them
the platform to do it themselves. Just as important, allowing the student to speak for themselves
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by providing a platform for them, instead of the professor, is using power in positive way.
Having experienced this, myself with mentors in the past, it allows an opportunity for students to
grow professionally while still having a support system should they need it. When speaking to
students who are part of a group that has been historically oppressed, this is especially true. I as a
white man often am not talked over, ignored, and can gain command a room much easier than
most of the women I know. Instead of sitting silent in some cases, taking the action of
controlling the room and then letting someone who has less power than me speak is a way to use
my power in a positive way. It provides that person the chance to advocate for themselves by
allowing them the space to speak.
The second impact that professors need to be aware of is that students often bring their
own biases and assumptions. As discussed in the findings, I brought my own set of ideas of how
a classroom should operate and a professor should act. Especially as a graduate student, where
my identity and roles in higher education were being established, it is important that those in
positions of power listen. Professors play in integral part to success in graduate school, providing
advisement, research opportunities, lets of recommendation, and in many cases helping graduate
students navigate higher education. While listening to and acting on what a student says, there
needs to be attention given to silence when possible. While some students are more reserved in
general, being aware of when and why a student is silent may reveal more about their situation
and attitudes. For Stan, it was his passion for educational issues that arose during classes that
caused me to reexamine my biases and assumptions I had about him.
Professional development for professors and even administrators about privilege and
power dynamics that are present in their classrooms and departments would be one way to
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address issues. A simple one-hour presentation given by an expert with a sticker at the end is not
enough. Development of views and expanding of knowledge takes time and effort. By
professional development I mean ongoing trainings that must be completed once or twice a year,
much like ethics training. Higher education will more than likely continue to become more
diverse, meaning that professors and administrators must be made aware of the social and
cultural issues and differences students bring. A starting place for all of those in positions of
power should be self-examination and reflection of biases and assumptions.
The other intended audience for this research was graduate students, such as myself.
Graduate students are positioned uniquely within a college or university in that they have the
background knowledge and educational credentials to work in academia (such as researchers or
instructors), but are not as high in the power structure as a professor or administrator. There are
many rules and regulations that dictate what a graduate student can and must do within a
university. Given this though, there are many ways to respond to the shifting power dynamics
and identities a graduate student may face. As evidenced in this study, my identity as a
qualitative research expert was a combination of being labeled so and presenting myself as such
in classes. As graduate students move through their programs, it is possible that they will become
experts in some domain of study. This may or may not be closely associated or aligned with
professors they have or work with. In the case of class 2 with Thea, she was not a qualitative
expert and thus often allowed me to share my experiences in class. I say “allowed” because in
the beginning it seemed as if I was forced to teach people and she was lacking, but as the term
went on I embraced this and could better understand Thea’s approach to teaching and classroom
knowledge sharing. This is the important part that graduate students should remember from this
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study. The shifting identities and growing expertise in different areas that may not be shared with
others is expected, but should be approached in a positive way. I was often frustrated at the
beginning of the term when my expertise was feeling more like a burden on me and a failure on
the part of Thea, but that was my own bias and perception. After analyzing the entire semester
and working to have a better relationship with Thea, I could realize my own biases. While I
believe in challenging an unfair power dynamic and questioning authorities, this study also
emphasized (especially for graduate students) the need to examine biases in order to have better
relationships and grow as a person.
To other privileged people, particularly white men, the main findings of the interview
data were that women face oppression from any various sources and in many different forms, but
that it is mostly concentrated in dealing with politics and men in positions of power. Men
typically hold positions of power and attack women’s rights and resources, according to my
interviewees. In politics, women face oppression from men in politics, as well as the lumping of
women’s rights and LGBTQ+ rights. There was also a finding of the differing advice for people
who are privileged. Two of my interviewees suggested that listening and understanding their
viewpoint was necessary, and to not make assumptions about what that person knows of
experiences. This research is significant for those who are privileged, like myself. This project
was autoethnographic in design, and meant to provide an insight into the power and privileges
that I have by understanding others not like me. One of the takeaways from the interview data,
and the broader significance, is that that women still face complex, systemic issues in society and
higher education. With the political climate of the time being hostile to anyone other than white,
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straight men, it is important to advocate for each other, as Kari would say. It is important that
those who are privileged and/or in positions of power to use their advantages to help others.
Graduate students can also benefit from this research in a few ways. The first is that it
provides a potential way to conduct research about issues that are impacting them and their lives.
Autoethnography is often used by those who are oppressed and feel that more “traditional”
methods of research do not adequately allow room for their perspective. It is also helpful in
allowing for a method that is self-reflective. Regarding the findings of this study, graduate
students should understand the importance of advocating for themselves if possible, or finding
someone that can. Speaking up when someone in power is being overbearing or defining you as
something you do agree with is vital in graduate school. When I spoke over Stan during my
group’s presentation was one example of the times where I had to advocate for myself and my
group. While not always possible to do, that was an instance where I had to “call out” someone
in power to get through the materials we were presenting. Additionally, graduate school is a time
to establish connections and find advocates, which can often be a complicated process. Despite
my disagreements with Stan and Thea in class, my relationship with them both is in good
standing. We respect our differences and are professional in conversation. Realizing that I was
bringing biases and a certain lens into my settings was important in the development of my
relationship with both. Being critical of my perceptions and assumptions allowed me to
understand why I was experiencing frustration and address the issues that could be changed.
Research Questions
Not all of the research questions originally proposed were answered, but many were. For
example, my first research question asked how I describe the way I am perceived and whether
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my judgments were accurate. In talking about the way in which I was labeled as a qualitative
expert, I described a specific aspect of how I was perceived by others, and that there was
evidence to support this. The research question regarding the different power dynamics in the
classes I observed and how it changed observation to observation was described in detail, as well
as how I influenced the dynamic. There was not much discussion about the ways I view others
not like myself or how my privilege influenced classroom dynamics, which would lend itself to
future research.
Methodological Implications
There are many methodological implications from this study. Traditionally, critical
autoethnography has been used by those who are oppressed to allow them a way to share their
experiences (Boylorn & Orbe, 2014; Robinson & Clardy, 2010). In more traditional research
methods there have been many critiques of erasure or incorrect representation of minorities and
their experiences (Boylorn & Orbe, 2014; Johnson, 2017; Lassiter, Goodall, Campbell, &
Johnson, 2004; Robinson & Clardy, 2010). As a privileged person myself, studying privilege and
oppression using an ethnography or other methods where I am examining an “other” may have
only further perpetuated the problem. By changing the focus or lens onto myself and using
autoethnography to explore my own privileges, as opposed to oppressions, I could better
understand my impact on the power dynamics present in my classes. Interviewing others who do
not share the same privileges as myself furthered allowed me to critically reflect and try to
change myself. While this is not what usually has been done with critical autoethnography, this
study shows that there are many uses for autoethnography. For students, autoethnography, or
elements of it, can be used for self-reflection and understanding a new setting. In systems of
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higher education students are often without power due to a lack of money/wealth, lack of
educational credentials, as well as societal power structures such as racism, sexism, homophobia,
transphobia, and more. Autoethnography, which can be conducted and disseminated in many
different forms, breaks the silence and erasure of issues that students face.
For others in education, such as professors, public school teachers, administrators,
autoethnography can be used for a variety of reasons. It has the advantage of being about the
researcher understanding their role in a setting they already occupy, and thus can be effective for
self-improvement and keeping costs low. While interviews and the costs that can be associated
with transcribing them can quickly add up, using the time or money can be worth the result.
Conducting this study, which took place over one academic semester, required having developed
qualitative research skills. However, these skills can be learned and honed through study and
practice.
Power dynamics, especially those that are influenced by privilege, have been talked about
for decades in academia and in many settings, as evidenced in the literature review. While issues
of race, gender, sexuality, and other ways in which people can be oppressed systematically are
being talked about, much of it is not focused on addressing everyday instances of unbalanced
power dynamics. In classrooms, and especially graduate school classrooms, these issues have not
been as well addressed. It was the goal of this study to provide an account of what it is like to be
a privileged graduate student trying to understand my own impact on my settings. In observing
two separate classes that I was also a student in, I could understand the complexity of the power
dynamics present each class. My findings revealed that in a classroom with banking model
teaching style it was frustrating and silencing experience to always be interrupted and talked
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over. However, I could separate that anger from my views of the professor as an educator. In my
second class, the power dynamic was different due to the class set-up being more open and
conversation based. Nevertheless, when labeled a certain way and forced to act a certain role in
the class, I felt that I was powerless. Given this though, when looking at the findings of my
interviews I discovered that these were experiences not unique to myself. My interviewees talked
a good deal about being oppressed systemically, usually originating from men in positions of
power. Through listening to their experiences, and advice, I was able to better understand my
own privilege and impact on power dynamics.
Future Research
Future research on power dynamics, privilege, voice, and the other issues explored in this
study need to be studied in different populations, and in graduate students in particular. As
mentioned in discussing implications for professors and graduate students, graduate students are
in a distinct position within the systems of higher education. In particular, issues of race, sex,
gender, and expertise should be investigated, preferably using an intersectional approach when
possible. Future research should also focus on how to better disseminate the current literature on
these issues in professional development settings for those working in various levels of
educational systems. Diversity and non-discrimination training is widely used in educational
systems, but there needs to be more nuanced discussions of issues and how best to connect with
teachers and students in a way that can change minds.
Additionally, future research needs to address how to take principles discussed in this
study (critical pedagogy in particular) and implement change in classroom settings. While most
professors and teaching assistants have content knowledge and experience in classrooms, not
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everyone knows or accepts a social justice leaning approach to education and classroom
management. Understanding how to give these resources to professors is vital, as is informing
teaching assistants early on in their careers of the issues. Understanding power dynamics present
in classrooms and the amount of power an instructor has as perceived by students is important
for many aspects of teaching.
The main goal of this research was to inform educational practice, primarily my own.
This research gives insight into what it is like to be a student of privilege (myself) and a student
who is not as privileged (interviewees), as well as providing advice for those in positions of
power. To quote Freire, “Within the word we find two dimensions, reflection and action, in such
radical interaction that if one is sacrificed- even in part- the other immediately suffers. There is
no true word that is not at the same time a praxis. Thus, to speak a true word is to transform the
world” (2000, p. 87). This research has given evidence to pause and reflect on the issues of
power dynamics and privilege in higher education, what needs to be done now is action based on
the findings.
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WEB OF IDENTITY

Directions: Place your name in the center circle of the structure below. In the 3 of the circles
write 3 important aspects of your identity from the following categories: race, ethnicity, gender,
sexual orientation, nationality, age, ability status, religion, and class. In the other 2 circles, write
identifiers or descriptors that you feel are important in defining you.”
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INTERVIEW GUIDE FOR PARTICIPANTS ROSE AND THEA
This interview guide is specifically for two of my participants since their role at the university
and my relation to them is different than the other interviewees.
I will start with the Web of Identity, like with my other interviewees
Questions after:
1. What are your expectations in the position here at the university?
2. Could you walk me through a typical day for you? Are there any differences that occur
weekly but not daily? For example: meetings, deadlines, etc.
3. How do you manage your different roles at the university?
4. How has your power within the university changed since getting your position?
5. How would you describe the power dynamic of [group]? Would you mind telling me any
stories of when you sensed a power struggle? How was the issue resolved?
6. Who do you view as having significant power in the university? The [group]?
7. Why do you think is this so?
8. Shift in questions here: What advice would you give me as I move through graduate
school and into the professional academic world?
9. What advantages do you think I may have by being a male in academia, if any? Are there
any other advantages I may have from different sources?
10. If you could create your ideal [group], what would it look like? How would it function?
What would you study?
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INTERVIEW GUIDE- STUDENTS
Guiding questions for discussion/interview:
1. How would you define privilege?
2. What privileges and oppressions do you possess? How do you think this affects the way
people relate to you?
3. Do you hold positions of power in your various roles here at the university?
4. Have you had/tell me an instance in class or at work where you have personally felt
tension due to power struggles in these positions?
5. How do you feel you are viewed by others in your higher education settings? How do
privileges and oppressions play a role in this?
6. How do you view other people like you in these settings?
7. What power dynamics have you seen play out in your different settings?
8. What privilege or combination of privileges do you think most impacts your life (positive
or negatively)?
9. What advice would you give to a privileged person if they want to better understand their
impact?

